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In vehicles, wiring sensors installed in rotating parts such as wheels or removable parts 
such as seats can be unfeasible or unpractical. Two examples are tire pressure monitoring 
systems (TPMS) mounted on the wheel rim and belt detectors found in removable seats. TPMS 
are already mandatory in USA and will be in the EU for vehicle types of category M1 or N1 
granted as from 1 November 2012 or first registered as from 1 November 2014. Currently, 
TPMS are powered by primary batteries. However, as the desired target for the lifetime of 
batteries is about 10 years, the use of batteries is challenging. In addition, the final disposal of 
millions of batteries will create environmental impacts and hazards. As for the removable seats, 
some vans and minivans incorporate them in order to flexibly arrange their internal space. Some 
commercial models incorporate at most a seat belt detector for the removable seats. In order to 
avoid wiring the seats, in some vehicle models, a passive detection is performed via an 
inductive link. However, more intelligent systems will be required. From 2012, an NHTSA 
regulation (USA) requires the use of intelligent airbags that minimize the risk to infants and 
children. Intelligent airbags must be deployed depending on whether the passenger is an adult, 
an infant car seat is present, or the seat is empty. The sensors used for these intelligent airbags 
may require power to operate. For removable seats, one alternative, although not necessarily the 
best, is to use of batteries. 
This thesis explores the feasibility of using inductive links for a vehicle application where 
wiring an electronic control unit (ECU) to the sensors or detectors becomes unfeasible or 
unpractical. The selected application is occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats. 
Two ways of using inductive links are considered: 1) passive detection of the state of the seat 
detectors from a readout unit and 2) remote power transmission to detection unit and subsequent 
data transmission by wireless transceiver.  
Inductive links have been widely proposed for sensors placed in harsh or inaccessible 
environments, where wiring is unpractical. Usually, the sensor forms part of an LC resonant 
network. The resonant frequency is dependent on the quantity to be measured and is estimated 
from a coupled reader. This thesis proposes the use of inductive links for switch-type sensors, 
i.e. those that can be roughly modeled as switches in response to the sensed parameter. In our 
case, occupancy and belt detectors behave as switch-type sensors. First, we present a 
comprehensive analysis for an arbitrary number of sensors. Secondly, we show the feasibility of 
using inductive links for occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats. The state 
(open or closed) of the related sensors was attained by first measuring the equivalent resistance 
of the readout inductor and then estimating its resonant frequency. Commercial ferrite-core coils 
were used to increase the detection distance. Experimental tests were carried out using an 
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impedance analyzer connected to the readout coil and commercial seat detectors connected to 
the resonant network. The resistance value at the resonant frequency decreased with an 
increasing distance between the coupled coils. Even so, detection of the sensors’ state was 
feasible at all tested distances, from 0.5 cm up to 3 cm. 
The second proposed alternative consists on remote powering, via an inductive link, the 
electronic device where the seat detectors are connected. Resonant coupled coils were used in 
order to increase the powering distance range and the power efficiency. To drive the 
transmitting resonant network a commercial class D amplifier was used. Working frequency 
was restricted to 150 kHz. Commercial small-size magnetic-core coils were selected and their 
resistance and quality factor over frequency measured. At the receiving network, a rectifier and 
a voltage regulator were required to provide a DC voltage supply to the electronic device, i.e. 
the autonomous sensor. Four type of voltage regulators were compared from the point of view 
of the system power efficiency. Both a theoretical analysis and experimental results are 
presented. Results showed that shunt regulators provide the best power efficiency over the three 
other alternatives, which are linear series and switching buck and boost regulators. On the other 
hand boost regulators led to an unstable behavior of the system in most of the cases. The use of 
rechargeable batteries was also considered in order to increase the power efficiency. Achieved 
power efficiencies were around 40 %, 25 %, and 10 % for coil distances of 1 cm, 1.5 cm, and 2 
cm, respectively, which is remarkable considering the inner diameter of the coils, 0.6 cm. 
Experimental tests also showed that the autonomous sensor, which included the seat detectors 
and a wireless transceiver, was properly powered up to coil distances of 2.5 cm. The data about 
the state of the sensors were wirelessly transmitted to a base unit.   
Finally, different types of coils were assessed and the effect of metallic structures analyzed 
for the intended application. The final aim is, on the one hand, to increase the powering distance 
and, on the other hand, to minimize the influence of the metallic structures. Three different coil 
types, two with ferrite-core coils and one with an air-core coil were used. Numerical results 
showed that ferrite-core coils, in especial that with an ETD-core coil, are less affected by the 
presence of metallic structures. Experimental results showed that the air-core coils provided the 
a larger powering distance thanks to its much larger winding diameter, 6.5 cm. However, when 
approaching a metallic plate, the transferred power with the air-core coils to the load was 
insufficient for the intended application. On the other hand, ferrite-core coils barely noticed the 
presence of the metallic plate, achieving the ETD-core coils the highest powering distance, 
around 3 cm. As for the passive detection, the presence of a metallic plate below the primary 
air-core coil slightly affected the measured resistance values but detection for the four possible 
states of the seat detectors was still possible. A distance of 7.5 cm between the coils was 




Algunes aplicacions a l'entorn de l'automòbil no són possibles si no és mitjançant la 
connexió sense fils dels seus dispositius a causa que el cablejat és difícil o inviable. Alguns 
exemples els trobem en el monitoratge de sensors situats en parts rotatòries, com les rodes, o en 
elements extraïbles, com els seients. Els sistemes de monitoratge de la pressió de l'aire en les 
rodes (TPMS) són d'obligat compliment als EUA i ho seran en breu també als països membres 
de la UE per als vehicles de categories M1 o N1 aprovats a partir de l'1 de novembre de 2012 o 
per als vehicles matriculats a partir de l'1 de novembre de 2014. Actualment, els sistemes TPMS 
existents al mercat estan alimentats per piles. Amb tot, la vida útil exigida per a les bateries és 
d'uns 10 anys, esdevenint el seu ús un autèntic repte. Un altre element en contra de l'ús de 
bateries és la directiva 2006/66/CE que limita el nombre màxim permès en els vehicles. D'altra 
banda, moltes furgonetes o mini furgonetes i vehicles familiars incorporen seients extraïbles 
amb l'objectiu d'aprofitar al màxim l'espai interior. Alguns models comercials incorporen en el 
seient extraïble el detector de cinturó de seguretat. Per evitar el cablejat, existeixen sistemes de 
detecció passiva mitjançant acoblament inductiu. A partir del present any 2012, una regulació 
de la agència nord-americana NHTSA requereix de l'ús de coixins de seguretat intel·ligents per 
minimitzar els riscos en nens. Aquests seients intel·ligents haurien de detectar si el passatger és 
un adult, una cadira infantil o si està lliure per evitar problemes ocorreguts en anterioritat amb 
els sistemes coixí de seguretat. Els sensors usats per a aquests coixins de seguretat intel·ligents 
requeririen d'energia per operar. Una opció per als seients extraïbles és la transmissió de 
potència via acoblament inductiu des del terra del xassís del vehicle fins al seient. També és 
possible usar l'acoblament inductiu per detectar l'estat de diversos sensors existents en els 
seients extraïbles mitjançant detecció passiva. Precisament, la detecció d'ocupació i de cinturó 
de seguretat en seients extraïbles ha estat seleccionada per aplicar la investigació present que 
consisteix, d'una banda, en el monitoratge de sensors de tipus commutat (dos possibles estats) 
via acoblament inductiu i, per una altra, en la transmissió mitjançant el mateix principi físic de 
la potència necessària per alimentar els sensors autònoms remots. En els dos casos, una primera 
bobina es fixaria en el seient extraïble, connectada als sensors, i una segona bobina se situaria 
sota la primera, en el terra del vehicle. 
La detecció d'ocupació i del cinturó de seguretat per a seients extraïbles pot ser 
implementada amb sistemes sense fils passius basats en circuits ressonants de tipus LC on l'estat 
dels sensors determina el valor del condensador i, per tant, la freqüència de ressonància del 
circuit ressonant. Els canvis en la freqüència de ressonància són detectats per la bobina situada 
en el terra del vehicle. Un sistema intel·ligent, l'ECU del vehicle per exemple, connectat a 
aquesta bobina, determinarà l'estat dels sensors, avisant en conseqüència al conductor quan el 
seient extraïble estigui ocupat i el cinturó de seguretat descordat. S’ha aconseguit provar el 
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sistema en un marge de distàncies entre 0.5 cm i 3 cm. Els experiments s’han dut a terme fent 
servir un analitzador d’impedàncies connectat a una bobina primària i sensors comercials de 
seients per a l’automòbil connectats a un circuit ressonant remot. 
La transmissió remota d'energia mitjançant acoblament inductiu s'ha utilitzat per a 
l'alimentació d'implants biomèdics i en sistemes RFID (passaports electrònics, targetes clau per 
accedir a l'interior dels edificis o als mateixos vehicles, …). En el nostre cas, la bobina situada 
en el terra del vehicle alimenta un dispositiu autònom situat en el seient extraïble. Aquest 
dispositiu monitorarà l'estat dels detectors (d'ocupació i de cinturó) i transmetrà les dades 
mitjançant un transceptor comercial de radiofreqüència o pel mateix enllaç inductiu. S’han 
avaluat les bobines necessàries per una freqüència de treball per davall de 150 kHz i s’ha 
estudiat quin és el regulador de tensió més apropiat per tal d’aconseguir una eficiència global 
màxima. Per conduir la potència des del circuit primari, s’ha dissenyat i implementat un circuit 
ressonant basat en un amplificador comercial de tipus D, mentre que el circuit ressonant remot 
inclou un rectificador i els abans esmentats reguladors de tensió per alimentar els sensors 
autònoms. Quatre tipus de reguladors de tensió s’han analitzat i comparat des del punt de vista 
de l’eficiència de potència. Els resultats teòrics i experimentals s’han presentat. Aquests 
resultats mostren que els reguladors de tensió de tipus lineal shunt proporcionen una eficiència 
de potència millor que les altres alternatives, els lineals sèrie i els commutats buck o boost. 
D’altra banda, els reguladors commutats de tipus boost tenen un comportament inestable en la 
majoria dels casos. L’ús de bateries recarregables han estat considerades per tal d’incrementar 
l’eficiència total del sistema. Les eficiències aconseguides han estat al voltant del 40 %, 25 % i 
10 % per les bobines a distàncies 1 cm, 1.5 cm, i 2 cm, respectivament, que és remarcable 
considerant els diàmetres interns de les bobines, 0.6 cm. Les proves experimentals 
desenvolupades han mostrat que els sensors autònoms, als quals es va incloure els detectors de 
seients i un transceptor sense fils, han estat correctament alimentats fins a distàncies de 2.5 cm. 
Les dades sobre l’estat dels sensors han estat enviades remotament fins a un ordenador que n’ha 
processat les dades. 
Finalment s’han analitzat els efectes del objectes metàl·lics en les proximitats de les 
bobines per a les dues tècniques inductives. L’objectiu final era, d’una banda, incrementar la 
distància transmesa, i de l’altra, minimitzar la influència de les estructures metàl·liques. Tres 
tipus diferents de bobines, dos amb nucli de ferrita i una amb nucli d’aire, han estat emprades. 
Els resultats numèrics han mostrat que les bobines amb nucli de ferrita sofreixen menys els 
efectes de les estructures metàl·liques disposades al seu voltant. Els resultats experimentals han 
mostrat que les bobines d’aire proporcionen una major distància degut a que el diàmetre del seu 
bobinatge és molt més gran, 6.5 cm. Tanmateix, quan s’ha apropat un pla metàl·lic, la potència 
transferida a la càrrega s’ha vist reduïda considerablement, essent insuficient per l’aplicació 
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pretesa. D’altra banda, s’ha demostrat que les bobines amb nucli de ferrita redueixen els efectes 
de les estructures metàl·liques, aconseguint una distància màxima de 3 cm. Pel que fa a la 
detecció passiva, la presència d’estructures metàl·liques en les proximitats de la bobina 
primària, afecta lleugerament la mesura dels valors de la resistència de base tot i que la detecció 
dels quatre estats possibles per al seient es manté invariable. Una distància de 7.5 cm entre 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Electronic devices in vehicles have been increasing since the 70s, with the introduction of 
the electronic voltage regulator and the electronic ignition system, and the first use of 
microprocessors [1]. Nowadays, an average vehicle contains around 60 microprocessors. Before 
the economic breakdown of the late 2000s, the prediction of market for automotive electronics 
was about 7 percent annually for at least a decade. This trend will not reemerge until the 
industry recovers [2].  
Sensors were broadly included in automobiles in the late 80s with the adoption of airbags 
and nowadays serve all main application areas of a vehicle, i.e. the powertrain, chassis and 
body. In 2003, the overall sensor market was around $42.2 billion, and the automotive sensor 
market was around $10.5 billion, making it the largest of the market segments for sensors [3]. 
For the sensor market, the average annual growth rate is estimated at 4 to 5 percent, whereas for 
the automotive sensor market, the average annual growth rate ranges from 5 to 7.5 percent [2]. 
Wiring sensors installed in rotating parts such as wheels or removable parts such as seats 
can be unfeasible or unpractical. Two examples are tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) 
mounted on the wheel rim and belt detectors found in removable vehicle seats. TPMS systems 
alert the driver when the tires are at a low pressure, which affects safety and fuel consumption. 
TPMS are already mandatory in USA and will be in the EU for vehicle types of category M1 or 
N1 [4] granted as from 1 November 2012 or first registered as from 1 November 2014 [5]. 
Presently, TPMS are being mainly powered by primary batteries. As the required lifetime of the 
TPMS is of 10 years, the use of batteries is challenging. In addition, the final disposal of 
millions of batteries will create environmental impacts and hazards. Several works propose to 
harvest mechanical energy from the same wheel [6]-[8]. In [9] some energy harvesting 
alternatives for automotive applications are presented. In particular, for TPMS two companies 
are mentioned which avoid the use of batteries. One of them (Transense) proposes a surface 
acoustic wave (SAW) based technology whereas the other one (Visityre) uses an 
electromagnetic closed-coupling technology. 
On the other hand, some vans and minivans incorporate removable seats in order to flexibly 
arrange their internal space. Some commercial models incorporate at most a seat belt detector 
for the removable seats. In order to avoid wiring the seats, a passive detection is performed via 
an inductive link. However, more intelligent systems will be required. As for 2012, an NHTSA 
regulation (USA) requires the use of intelligent airbags that minimize the risk to infants and 
children. Intelligent airbags must be deployed depending on whether the passenger is an adult, 
an infant car seat is present or the seat is empty. These airbags should avoid the problems 
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encountered with previous airbag systems [10]. The sensors used for these intelligent airbags 
may require some kind of power supply. 
The objective of this thesis is to explore the feasibility of using inductive links for a vehicle 
application where wiring an electronic control unit (ECU) to the sensors or detectors becomes 
unfeasible or unpractical. The selected application is occupancy and belt detection in removable 
vehicle seats. Two ways of using inductive links are considered, which will be described in the 
ensuing sections along with the selected detectors. 
1.1 Seat Occupancy and Belt Detection in Vehicles 
1.1.1 Background 
Passive safety systems in vehicles aim to reduce injuries of the occupants in an accident. 
Ref. [11] reports that the risk of fatal injuries is reduced by 45% in cars and 60% in vans just 
by using the seat belt. The use of SBR (Seat Belt Reminder) systems is effective in reminding 
the vehicle occupants to buckle up and is reported as one of the most effective ways in avoiding 
deaths and injuries in traffic accidents [12]. Therefore, the Euro NCAP (New Car Assessment 
Program) provides additional points to vehicles that incorporate SBR systems [13], thus 
facilitating the achievement of the maximum score (5 stars) for safety performance. SBR 
systems may also be used for the proper control on the deployment of other passive safety 
devices such as air-bags.  
In the EU, an SBR system for the driver seat consists of a seat belt detector wired to an 
(ECU). The passenger front-seat additionally includes an occupancy sensor in order to activate a 
warning only when the passenger is present and not buckled up. Euro NCAP defines occupancy 
as use by an occupant larger, taller or heavier than a small female (5 percentile) [13]. Both, the 
occupancy sensor and belt buckle switch behave as switch-type sensors. Next, we describe the 
commercial detectors used in this work. Next, we describe the commercial detectors used in this 
work. 
1.1.2 Detectors  
Fig. 1.1 shows the occupancy and belt detectors. The commercial occupancy detector (IEE 
company) consists of a flexible sensor mat, which is inserted into the vehicle seat. The mat 
itself is composed of two sandwiched carrier sheets held together by an adhesive. Increased 
pressure on the sensor mat causes a large electrical resistance variation, from a very high 
resistance when the seat is empty to a very low resistance when the seat is occupied. Thus, the 
sensor can be roughly modeled as a switch (i.e. two states: short- and open-circuit), which 
allows detecting the presence of a passenger using a simple electronic interface. The seat belt 
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detector (TRW Sabelt) consists of a buckle and the corresponding buckle housing, which can 
also be modeled as a switch. An unbuckled or buckled up seat belt can be respectively modeled 
as a short- or open-circuit. 
  
Fig. 1.1 Pictures of the belt (left) and seat occupancy (right) detectors employed in this thesis. 
Figures respectively taken from [14] and [15]. 
1.2 Inductive Links 
As mentioned before, some vehicles incorporate removable seats. Wiring this type of seats 
can be unpractical and in this work we investigate instead the use of inductive links in two 
different ways. Fig. 1.2 shows a possible configuration of the removable seat, detectors, and 
coils. One of the coils is placed on the vehicle floor and the other one is attached under the seat. 
 




1.2.1 Passive Inductive Links 
Inductive links have been widely proposed to sense sensors, mainly capacitive, in harsh or 
inaccessible environments, where no wiring between the sensor and the processing unit is 
practicable [16]-[19]. For capacitive sensors, the sensor is disposed together with a coil forming 
an LC resonant circuit, whose resonance frequency changes according to the sensed parameter. 
The readout unit incorporates a coupled coil in order to wirelessly monitor the sensor.  
The same principle has also been used to monitor switch-type (or threshold) sensors, i.e. 
sensors that can be roughly modeled as switches in response to the sensed parameter. The 
switch-type sensor is placed in series with a capacitor. Whenever the sensed parameter exceeds 
a given threshold, the sensor changes its state, thus modifying the equivalent capacitance and 
resonant frequency. In particular, in [20] and [21], a steel wire was used in order to monitor 
reinforcement corrosion in structures. The resonant network, which includes the sensor, is 
embedded within the concrete, near the reinforcement to be monitored. Whenever the 
reinforcement in the concrete is under corrosion, the steel wire is also corroded and breaks, thus 
changing the resonant frequency. A readout unit, which is fixed on the surface of the concrete 
structure, detects the change. 
Switch-type sensors are also present in vehicles, e.g. for seat occupancy and belt detection. 
However, wiring removable vehicle seats, which are present in some vehicle models, to the 
ECU is unpractical. To solve this problem, inductive links have been proposed in a patent [22] 
for detecting the state of switch-type sensors in removable vehicle seats and are currently used 
in some vehicle models for belt detectors attached to the removable seats. 
1.2.2 Inductive Power Transfer 
Electrical power is transferred, in general, via a wired circuit by direct cable connections. 
With the development of modern technologies, the conventional power transfer technology is 
having difficulties in many applications, such as material handling systems, road lightings, 
battery charging systems, biomedical implants, etc. 
The conventional methods to supply power to movable loads such as electrical trams or 
assembly lines are trailing cables, which has to follow the moving object to transfer power. 
Another method is a sliding bus bar, which can supply power to a fast moving object with less 
limitation. These conventional power delivery solutions are inappropriate in many applications 
with moving objects. The retracting trailing cables limit the speed and range of the 
displacement. Furthermore, the system increases its risk of failure and electric shock due to a 
long-term exposure to the weather. On the other hand, the sliding bus bar has electrical isolation 
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problems and the system safety and reliability is reduced because direct electrical contacts 
suffer from friction, spark and erosion problems. 
There are applications, such as rotating tanks, or radio telescopes, where a continuous 
mechanical rotation is required on one side. An electric slip ring system is usually used to 
transfer power from a stationary base to a rotating side. Inside the slip ring, the mechanical 
contacts of its sliding brushes constrain the rotation speed, increase the friction and limit the 
displacement of the stationary and rotary parts. 
Direct cable electrical power transfer is not feasible in some applications, in extremely 
clean or harsh environments. For instance, where the erosion of the cable could cause an 
explosion in some applications where flammable gases exist. In these cases contactless power 
transfer is needed. 
Direct contact power transfer is not suitable either in some systems with special 
requirements, for instance, biomedical TET (Transcutaneous Energy Transmission) systems, 
because it imposes infection risks by having cables passing through the skin. Currently, batteries 
are the major solution to power low-power biomedical devices, but patients have to receive 
regular treatment for exchanging the batteries. The sufferings of the patient and the medical risk 
increase. In the cases where a higher power is required, powering by batteries is unpractical. 
Thus, for these applications is more suitable a contactless power transfer solution for battery 
charging without direct electrical contact or power delivery [31]. 
In addition, some new applications of contactless power transfer are also becoming popular, 
such as laptop computers, portable electric devices, consumer gadgets, and electrical vehicles. 
Therefore, there is a need to produce equipment and devices which can be charged without any 
cable connections.  
Contactless power transfer has been known since Nikola Tesla started his experiments in 
1890 [23]. Theoretically, power can be wirelessly transferred through many different methods: 
laser [24], electromagnetic waves [25], static electric field [26] and static magnetic fields [27]. 
Laser is an optical method which transfer power wirelessly. Many applications such as 
opto-couplers use this method which converts first the electric power to light for emission. After 
being received, the laser beam is then transferred back to electric power. This method requires 
the laser transmitter and receiver to be perfectly aligned, meaning it is not suitable for 
transferring power to moving devices. In addition, a direct line of sight is necessary. The 
technology is also very sensitive to the environment because the intensity of the laser beam 
decays quickly in air. 
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Transferring high power wirelessly is also feasible using electromagnetic waves [28]. 
Experiments using microwaves in the tens of kilowatts have been done in [29]. However, this 
power transfer technology presents difficulties for commercial products, due to the large size 
and complexity of the devices involved, a part of human and equipment safety issues. 
Another contactless power solution is via electric field coupling, which is known as CPT 
(Capacitive Power Transfer). Two plates form a capacitor which allows powering across an air 
gap. The limitation of maximum electric field intensity and a low permittivity in the air channel 
[30] are the main limits of CPT. Unless very high permittivity dielectric materials are used as 
the medium between the plates, the low power transfer capability in air makes CPT 
inappropriate for high power and large gap applications. 
Finally, wireless power transfer is can be achieved via magnetic fields. The simplest 
example of contactless energy transfer is the electrical transformer. However, remote 
movements are not allowed because the method is not really contactless due to the absence of an 
air gap; primary and secondary coils are tightly coupled. Inductive power transfer, termed IPT, 
has been proposed in order to transfer power across air gaps [31]. In general, IPT technology 
has a better performance than CPT technology [32]. 
The wireless power transfer technologies presented have advantages and constraints. 
However, in general, IPT technology seems one of the most feasible methods. IPT technologies 
are of interest for many research groups and industrial companies, which after many years of 
research and development have released many successful commercial applications. In fact, IPT 
is now being considered as a cost effective alternative in a broad range of areas. Both high- and 
low-power applications have been reported. High-power transfer includes battery recharging of 
electrical vehicles [33] and a broad range of industrial applications [34]-[40] whereas low-
power transfer includes portable consumer electronic products [41]-[42]. IPT can also be an 
option for seat occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats, being this topic 
explored in this thesis. 
1.3 Scope of the Thesis 
In vehicles, wiring sensors placed in removable or rotating parts to the ECU can become 
unpractical or unfeasible. This thesis proposes the use of inductive links for one of those 
applications such as occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats. Two alternatives 
are considered: 1) passive sensing of the state of the seat detectors from a readout coil, and 2) 
remote power transmission to the detection unit and subsequent data transmission by a wireless 




Chapter 2 presents the physical principles of magnetic induction. The fundamental laws of 
electromagnetism are reviewed and the relevant parameters involved in the scope of the thesis 
such as self-inductance, mutual inductance and coupling factor are presented. Some basic 
inductor models are introduced. Part of this chapter is devoted to finite element modeling of 
coils to calculate their self-inductances and mutual inductances with other coils. Finally we 
provide a summary of the regulations of the International Commission on Non-Ionizing 
Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) concerned with the health effects of electromagnetic field 
exposure. 
Chapter 3 proposes the use of inductive links for switch-type sensors, i.e. those that can be 
roughly modeled as switches in response to the sensed parameter. First, we review the most 
relevant techniques proposed in the literature for the wireless readout of passive LC sensors. 
Then, one of the techniques is selected which estimates the value of the sensed parameter by 
first measuring the equivalent resistance of the readout inductor and then searching its resonant 
frequency. The technique is extended and a comprehensive analysis is presented for an arbitrary 
number of switch-type sensors. Later on, we show the feasibility of using the proposed 
approach for occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats, where wiring is 
unpractical. Ferrite-core coils are used to increase the detection distance. Experimental tests are 
carried out using an impedance analyzer connected to the readout coil and commercial seat 
detectors connected to the resonant network. The resistance value at the resonant frequency 
decreases with an increasing distance between the coupled coils. Even so, detection of the 
sensor’s state is feasible at all tested distances, from 0.5 cm up to 3 cm. 
Chapter 4 proposes the use of inductive links for powering autonomous sensors and in 
particular for the intended application, i.e. occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle 
seats, where wiring the seat sensors is unpractical. Resonant coupled coils are used in order to 
increase both the powering distance and the power efficiency. Analytical expressions are 
obtained and relevant parameters identified. Small-size magnetic-core commercial coils are 
selected and their resistance and quality factor over frequency measured. These parameters are 
used to perform computations, founded on the analytical expressions, of the received power 
versus distance. Working frequency is restricted to 150 kHz and the power required by the 
autonomous sensor was assumed of 100 mW. Experimental results agreed with computations. 
To drive the transmitting resonant network a commercial class D amplifier was used whereas 
the receiving network included a rectifier and a voltage regulator for powering the autonomous 
sensor. Powering distance is maximized when using a resonance frequency of 40 kHz with coils 
of 1 mH at the transmitter and of 10 mH at the receiver. A distance of 2.5 cm was achieved, i.e. 
more than four times the inner diameter of the coils. In addition, four type of voltage regulators 
are compared from the point of view of the system power efficiency. Both a theoretical analysis 
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and experimental results are presented. Results showed that shunt regulators provide the best 
power efficiency over the three other alternatives, which are series regulators and switching 
buck and boost regulators. The use of rechargeable batteries is also considered and found to 
increase the system performance. 
Chapter 5 extends the work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 by the use of different types of coils 
and the assessment of the effects of  metallic structures over the inductive link. The use of 
magnetic core material in the coils mitigates the effects of metallic structures. 
The last chapter 6 summarizes the main contributions of the thesis. 
There are also five appendices. Appendix A shows the calculation of the measurement 
uncertainty of the impedance analyzer used for the experimental tests in Chapter 3. Appendix B, 
C, and D add new results to that of Chapter 4. Finally, Appendix E provides a brief assessment 
on the accomplishment of the ICNIRP regulations. 
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Chapter 2 Magnetic Induction 
This chapter covers the physical background of magnetic induction. The fundamental laws 
of electromagnetism are reviewed and are applied to analyze and model inductively coupled 
systems. The terms self-inductance, mutual inductance and coupling factor are defined and 
some basic inductor models are introduced. Another part of this chapter is devoted to finite 
element modeling of coils in order to numerically calculate their self-inductances and mutual 
inductances with other coils. The final part intends to provide a summary of the health effects of 
electromagnetic field exposure evaluating the regulations from the ICNIRP.  
2.1 Maxwell Equations 




 and their 
sources, which are electric charges and currents. Two kinds of electric field are encountered in 
the four Maxwell’s Equations: the electrostatic field produced by electric charges and the 
induced electric field produced by a varying magnetic field [43]. 
2.1.1 Gauss’s Law for Electric Fields 
The electric flux through a closed surface A is equal to the charge in the enclosed volume, 
i.e. 
 (2.1) 
where ρ is the total enclosed charge density, ε0 is the electric permittivity of vacuum, V is the 
volume enclosed by the surface, 

E  is the electric field, 

dA  is the differential of surface area 
and Q is the total charge contained in that surface [44]. 
Another way to express this law is with the differential form 
 (2.2) 
which states that the electric field produced by electric charges diverges from positive charges 
and converges upon negative charges. The only places at which divergence of the electric field 
is not zero are those locations at which charge is present [45]. 
2.1.2 Gauss’s Law for Magnetic Fields 
The fact that no magnetic monopoles have been found suggests that the magnetic field is 






B  is the magnetic flux density. 
Another way to express this law is with the differential form 
0 (2.4) 
which states that the divergence of the magnetic field at any point is zero [45]. 
2.1.3 Faraday’s Law 
This law states that a change of the magnetic flux through a conductor loop will cause a 
voltage at the ends of the conductor. If the ends of the conductor are connected, a current flows 
in the conductor. The induction theorem may be written in general form as follows 
 (2.5) 
The differential form of the Faraday’s law is given by 
 (2.6) 
which states that a circulating electric field is produced by a magnetic field that changes with 
time [45]. 
2.1.4 The Ampere-Maxwell Law 
This law is defined as 
 (2.7) 
where μ0 is the vacuum permeability. 




J  is the total electric current density. Eq (2.8) states that a circulating magnetic field is 
produced by an electric current and by an electric field that changes with time [45]. 
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2.2 Magnetic Field 
Magnetic fields are produced by moving electric charge. The Biot Savart law allows the 
calculation of 

B  due to wire-shaped conductors of arbitrary geometry. In reference to Fig. 2.1, 




where I is the current through the small element, 

dl is a vector with the length of the current 
element and pointing in the direction of the current, r̂ is an unit vector pointing from the current 
element to the point P at which the field is calculated, and r is the distance between the current 
element and P. 
 
Fig. 2.1 Geometry for the Biot Savart law. 
For this work, conductor loops (coils) are of special interest as they will be used both for 
passive sensing (Chapter 3) and remote powering (Chapter 4). Considering the circular loop of 
Fig. 2.2 of radius r and current I, from (2.9) we obtain that the

dB generated by an element of 
current







Fig. 2.2 Conductor loop of radius r with a current I. The magnetic field is evaluated across the x 
axis. 
By symmetry, only the x axis component of

B must be taken into account. Thus, by 
integrating eq. (2.10) along the circular loop, we obtain 
2
 (2.11) 
Along the x axis, Bx = μ0I/2r at x = 0 and falls off as 1/x
3 for x2 >> r2. 
We can use the above result to calculate B on the axis of a solenoid such as that of Fig. 2.3. 
 
Fig. 2.3 Representation of a solenoid of length l and radius r, across the x axis [47]. 
Considering a solenoid of length l with N close-wound turns, and radius r, we obtain at the 












Thus, the magnetic flux density is larger at the center than at the ends. For a long solenoid, 
i.e. l >> r 
x 0 2 /2 ′  (2.14) 
being N' = N/l the number of coil turns per unit length. The value of Bx at x = 0 can also be 
attributed at internal points on the axis remote from the ends . Further, this result can also be 




which equals (2.11) at x = 0 multiplied by N. 
A particular case of interest is a Helmholtz coil, which generates a region of nearly uniform 
magnetic field. It consists of two identical circular magnetic coils that are placed symmetrically 
one on each side of the experimental area along a common axis, and separated by a distance 
equal to the radius R of the coils. Each coil has N turns and carries an equal electrical current I 
flowing in the same direction as can be seen in Fig. 2.4. 
 
Fig. 2.4 Helmhotz Coil picture [from Wikipedia]. 
Then, at the midpoint between the coils, the magnetic flux density can be calculated from 






2.3 Coil Self-inductance 
The magnetic flux through a surface A is given by 
 (2.17)
A circuit carrying a current I is linked by its own magnetic flux. The ratio 
 (2.18)
is termed the self-inductance of the circuit and depends solely on the geometry of the circuit. 




The negative sign means that this voltage opposes the change in current. A particular circuit 
of interest is a coil. If the coil contains N turns, the total magnetic flux through the coil is N 
times the flux through each turn. That is 
 (2.20)
where A is the area of the flat surface bounded by a single turn. A single turn of a multi turn coil 
is not closed, so a single turn cannot actually bound a surface. However, if a coil is tightly 
wound a single turn is almost closed, and A is the area of the flat surface that it bounds. 
The value of the self-inductance can be approximately calculated for some simple coil 
shapes. Here, we will present some derivations for circular loops and solenoids. 
For a conductor loop with N turns, assuming that the magnetic flux density is constant and 





and substituting in (2.18) we obtain 
2
 (2.22)
For a long solenoid, assuming that the magnetic flux density is constant and equal to eq. 
(2.14), we obtain 
 (2.23)
The self-inductance of a short solenoid is smaller and can be multiplied by a factor K that is 
a function of the ratio r/l. In [46] a table shows the relationship between r/l and the factor K for 
different values of r/l. Thus: 
1 (2.24)
When the solenoid has a magnetic core with a relative permeability µr, the self-inductance 
is given by  
 (2.25)
where µef is the effective permeability, which will be always lower than µr. The value of µef 
asymptotically converges to µr for increasing values of L. Fig. 2.5 shows curves of µef (in the 
graph µr) versus the ratio l/d, being l and d the length and diameter of the solenoid, respectively, 






Fig. 2.5 Effective Permeability of the solenoid as a function of the length to diameter ratio with 
material permeability as a parameter [48]. 
More exact formulas for coils and solenoids can be found in [49] and [50]. 
2.4 Coil Model 
An actual model of a coil must include, apart from the self-inductance, a parasitic series 
resistance and capacitance, such as shown in Fig. 2.6. 
 
Fig. 2.6 Coil  circuit model. 
The resistor RL represents the coil losses corresponding to the ohmic dissipation in the wire, 
the magnetic hysteresis of the coil core, and the skin and proximity effects. The parasitic 
capacitance CL in Fig. 2.6 corresponds to the inter-winding capacitance existing between coil 
turns, of the same layer or different layers, and the turn-to-core and turn-to-shield capacitances. 
This parasitic capacitance appears in parallel to the coil inductance and provokes a parasitic 
resonance. Fig. 2.7 shows a general graph of the modulus and phase of the impedance of a coil. 
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The resonance frequency is an important parameter because limits the operating frequency of 
the coil. 
 
Fig. 2.7 Impedance module and phase of a coil modeled as in Fig. 2.6. 
The skin and proximity effects express two identical effects with a different cause. Their 
influence on the winding resistance is important at higher frequencies because it reduces the 
active wire cross-section. The skin effect is caused by the internal AC magnetic field in a 
current-conducting wire. This field pushes the current charges to the outer layer near the surface 
of the conductor. Most of the current then flows where it is encircled by the smallest number of 
flux lines, i.e. the outer conductor surface. The skin depth() is that distance below the surface 




where f is the frequency, and σ and μ are respectively the conductivity and permeability of the 
wire conductor. 
From [49] and [51], two corrected expressions for the coil resistance can be obtained 
depending on the working frequency and thus on the value of : 



















is the dc resistance of a wire with radius R and length l. Thus, skin effect is more relevant when 
the skin depth is smaller than the wire diameter. The low-frequency wire resistance is 
proportional to a constant plus a quadratic frequency term. The high frequency expression when 
R/2δ >> 1 can be expressed as 
2
 (2.30)
Thus, Rwire increases with the square root of the frequency [49], [52], [53]. 
The current-redistribution effect is called proximity effect when is caused by the magnetic 
fields of currents in nearby conductors. This effect adds to the skin effect and makes the 
resistance increase even more prevalent. The relation between frequency and skin depth entirely 
depends on the given geometry and cannot be as simply expressed as for the skin effect. The 
power loss that is induced in a conductor is given by 
24
 (2.31)
where σ is the conductivity of the winding of the wire, B is the magnitude of the magnetic field 
in the conductor, V is the volume of the winding wire and t the thickness of the wire [51]. 
Finally, the hysteresis in the B–H curve of a magnetic material is responsible for the 
magnetic losses that warm up coil cores. The area enclosed by the B-H curve is a measure for 
the magnetic energy lost during one cycle. The hysteresis losses are proportional to the 
frequency and to the magnetic flux density. Fig. 2.8 shows a generic graph representing the 




Fig. 2.8 Hysteresis in the B-H curve. 
Based on results obtained by experiments with different ferromagnetic materials with 
sinusoidal currents, Charles Steinmetz proposed the empirical formula for calculating hysteresis 
loss analytically. The hysteresis loss per unit volume is given by 
 (2.32)
where, the coefficient Kh depends on the material, n (known as Steinmetz exponent), may vary 
from 1.5 to 2.5, and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field within the conductor. For copper it 
may be taken as 1.6 [52], [53]. 
Overall, the coil resistance can be expressed as 
 (2.33)
where IRL is the current circulating thoroughly the coil. 
The skin and proximity effects can be decreased by assembling the conductor from a 
number of thoroughly interwoven strands of thin wire connected in parallel at their ends and 
insulated throughout the rest of their length [49]. Such a stranded cable is called a Litz 
conductor. If the stranding is properly done, each wire links, on the average, with the same 
number of flux lines as each other wire, and the current divides evenly among the strands. If at 
the same time each strand is of small diameter, it will have relatively little skin effect over its 
cross section. Practical Litz conductors are very effective at frequencies below about 1 MHz. As 
the frequency becomes higher, the benefits disappear because the capacitance between the 
strands allows the current to hop across the strand insulation. 
Coil inductance decreases with the frequency because skin and proximity effects change the 
current distribution. This redistribution occurs only inside the cross section of the coil wire and 
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the overall current flow remains unchanged. Whenever the diameter dimensions of the coil are 
much larger than the diameter of the wire, which is usually the case, the coil inductance does 
not noticeably change [51].  
2.5 Quality Factor 
The quality factor of a coil is the ratio of the imaginary part of its impedance to the real part 
and indicates the rate of stored energy relative to its energy loss. Assuming that the working 
frequency range is well below the resonant frequency shown in Fig. 2.7, the quality factor Q can 
be defined as 
 (2.34)
In [51] the self-inductance and the dc resistance of the coil are expressed, considering a 




where RL,0 and L0 are the single-turn dc resistance and self-inductance, respectively. With these 
considerations, the authors make the assumption of constant quality factor irrespectively of the 
value of N. 
The use of ferrite core coils lead to higher values of L. Whenever the hysteresis losses due 
to the ferrite core keep relatively low with respect to the other losses, a higher value of Q is 
achieved. 
2.6 Mutual Inductance M 
When two coils are close enough, a current I1 in one coil L1 sets up a nonnegligible 
magnetic flux Φ12 through the other coil L2. The ratio 
 (2.36)




where the factor k12 accounts from the fraction of the magnetic flux generated by coil L1 
intercepted by coil L2, and N1 and N2 are respectively the number of turns of coils L1 and L2. 
Substituting (2.37) in (2.36) we obtain 
 (2.38)
The same procedure can be followed when generating a current in coil L2. Thus, 
 (2.39)
These constants are equal as can be demonstrated by using the reciprocity theorem which 
combines Ampere’s law and the Biot Savart law. So,  
≡  (2.40)
where the mutual inductance M only depends on the geometrical properties of the two coils and 
k is the coupling factor. The value of k can range from k = 0 (uncoupled coils) to k = 1 
(maximum coupling). A high value of k is found in transformers whereas a low value of k is 
found in loose coupling applications such as those presented in this thesis. 
The induced voltage in coil L2 due to a current I1 in coil L1 is given by 
 (2.41) 
whereas the induced voltage in coil L1 due to a current I2 in coil L2 is given by 
 (2.42)
In section 2.3 the self-inductance of a circuit was defined. Both effects, self-inductance and 
mutual inductance, act at the same time in a circuit with a coupled pair of coils, L1 and L2. The 
voltage induced in each coil comes from the current in the own coil and from the current of the 







Fig. 2.9 Circuit of a pair of coupled coils. 
Hereafter, the points in the coils will not be represented but will be assumed in the upper 
side. 
2.7 The coupling Factor 
The coupling factor will be derived from the previous expressions for a pair of conductor 
loops and for a pair of solenoids. 
2.7.1.1 Conductor Loops 
The mutual inductance between two conductor loops of radius r1 and r2 and number of 




where we have considered r1 > r2. Obtaining L1 and L2 from (2.22), and substituting them jointly 
with (2.44) in (2.40) we obtain 
 (2.45)
2.7.1.2 Solenoid 
Following a similar procedure, the mutual inductance between two solenoids of radius r1 
and r2, lengths L1 and L2, and number of turns N1 and N2, respectively, separated a distance d is 
given by (2.44) 
2
 (2.46)





2.8 Finite Element Modelling 
The solution of an analytical expression can be complex or unfeasible to achieve. In this 
case, an alternative is to use a finite element (FE) method that numerically solves Maxwell’s 
equations for a given geometry and electromagnetic source. The Ampere-Maxwell law showed 
in (2.8) with the inclusion of an external source current eJ

, is useful for translating a physical 
problem into a FE model: 
 (2.48)




the following equation can be obtained from (2.48): 
 (2.50)
2.8.1 Axisymmetric Geometries 
Coil windings forming circular turns around an axis can be considered, with a certain 
degree of accuracy, as axisymmetric structures. This category includes solenoids and spiral 
coils. An axisymmetric model only has two spatial dimensions: radius r and height z. This 
implies no variation of the field quantities along the third dimension, φ in cylindrical 
coordinates. The geometry modeled is a solid of revolution around the z-axis (see Fig. 2.10) 







orthogonal to the r-z plane and reduce to the scalar variables Jφ, Eφ  and Aφ. No potential 







Fig. 2.10 An axisymmetric geometry modeled in the r-z plane [54]. 
In this work COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS has been used for simulating inductances, mutual 
inductances, coupling factors, and the effects of metallic objects. In addition, the 
accomplishment of the regulations according to the ICNRP have been assessed [55]. 
Although AC signals will really be applied over an inductor, a DC model may be sufficient 
to calculate the inductance of a coil winding. This approximation implies that current 
redistribution over the wire cross-section does not noticeably influence the inductance value. 
This is true for most practical coils, with diameter dimensions normally much larger than the 
diameter of the wire. In this case, (2.51) becomes: 
1
 (2.52)
2.8.2 Calculation of the Inductance of a Solenoid 
A single rectangle can represent the winding cross-section of a solenoid as can be seen in 
Fig. 2.11. Actually consisting out of multiple turns, an homogeneous current distribution can be 
assumed over this cross-section. Hence, a constant current density Jφ is applied over it. Using 
the vector potential definition and Stokes’s theorem [54], the magnetic flux enclosed by the 
circular contour at (r, z) is: 




Fig. 2.11 Details of the equivalent coil model in axial symmetry simulating real turns of a coil. 
The magnetic potential Aφ is not constant over the winding cross-section and thus the 
calculated flux Φ depends on the particular contour followed. To resolve this ambiguity, it has 
to be considered that in reality the winding cross-section consists out of multiple turns. The 
inhomogeneity of the vector potential Aφ corresponds to a difference in emf over the different 
turns. The average emf is obtained by taking the average magnetic flux: 
1
2  (2.54)
where S is the area of the winding cross-section. 




is the average current N is the number of turns. The N2 factor takes into account the voltages of 
the N turns and the fact that the current density Jφ
e is N times that of a single turn. From 
COMSOL, we obtain (2.54) and (2.56). 
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2.8.3 Calculation of the mutual inductance between two solenoids. 
Fig. 2.12 shows the model of two coupled coils separated by a distance (d). The mutual 
inductance is calculated by applying a current in one of the coils (e.g. coil 1) that generates a 
magnetic field through the surface of the other coil (e.g. coil 2). Thus, the mutual inductance 
between coil 1 and 2 of Fig. 2.12 is calculated by 
∬
 (2.57)
where N1 and N2 are respectively the number of turns of the coils 1 and 2, Φ2 is the average 
magnetic flux over the surface of the coil 2 and S1 is the surface of coil 1. Then, the coupling 
factor between coil 1 and 2 can be obtained as 
 (2.58)
Where L1 is calculated from (2.55). 
 
Fig. 2.12 Model of two coupled coils using axial symmetry. 
 
2.9 Exposure Limits and Regulations 
Applications with magnetically coupled systems should comply with the ICNIRP 
guidelines. These regulations have been established to limit human exposure to time-varying 
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Electromagnetic fields (EMF) with the aim of preventing adverse health effects. The safety 
norm prescribed by the European Union (EU) legislation, the directive [56], is an exact copy of 
the ICNIRP 1998 guidelines [55]. ICNRP has issued new guidelines for EMF with frequencies 
between 1 Hz and 100 kHz in 2010, but these have not yet lead to changes in EU legislation. In 
a 2009 statement, ICNRP reconfirmed the validity of its guidelines for EMF for frequencies 
between 100 kHz and 300 GHz. All these norms contain basic restrictions for the current 
density induced in the body by EMF and reference levels for the strength of EMF outside the 
body. 
The displayed values in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 are for general public exposure, the most 
restricted case to apply. Table 2.1 shows the basic restrictions on current density and specific 
absorption rate (SAR) for frequencies up to 10 GHz. The maximum values for the current 
density are given up to 10 MHz, whereas the SAR is provided from 100 kHz to 10 GHz. The 
frequency range between 100 kHz and 10 MHz acts as a transition zone between current density 
and SAR, so limiting values on both apply. As can be seen, higher frequencies impose a more 
severe limitation on current density.  
Table 2.1 Basic restrictions for general public exposure to time varying electric and magnetic fields 
for frequencies up to 10 GHz [57]. 
 
As the variables used in Table 2.1 are difficult to measure, the limiting values for the 
external electric and magnetic fields are obtained from the basic restrictions in Table 2.1. As can 
be seen, for frequencies higher than 150 kHz, the recommended limit for magnetic field 
decreases with an increase of frequency. Low magnetic fields allow a lower power transmission 
in IPT systems. So, in order to allow higher magnetic fields and to simplify the design of the 
implemented circuits, a maximum working frequency of 150 kHz will be fixed in this work. The 
direct application of the field values obtained in Table 2.2 may in some cases result in 
conservative exposure limits compared to that shown in Table 2.1. But in other cases it may 
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result in a violation of basic restrictions. Hence, the reference levels become only as indicative. 
The restriction on SAR and current density showed in Table 2.1 are the fundamental ones [54].  






Chapter 3 Monitoring Switch-Type Sensors via Inductive 
Coupling 
Inductive links can be applied to contactless sense a physical or chemical quantity in harsh 
or inaccessible environments, where no wiring between the sensor and the processing unit is 
practicable [16]-[19],[58]-[63]. In these applications, the sensor unit is passive, in the sense that 
it does not require either a power supply or the use of active electronic components or circuits 
for signal conditioning. This is advantageous, for example, in high-temperature environments, 
where the use of such active components would not be appropriate. When the sensor is 
capacitive, it is disposed together with a coil forming an LC resonant circuit, whose resonant 
frequency changes according to the sensed parameter [16]-[19], [58]-[60]. In the same way, for 
inductive sensors, a fixed capacitor is added [61]. Different techniques for the readout of LC 
circuits were reviewed in [62], where a new technique based on the measurement of the 
resistance of the readout coil was also proposed. This technique was further developed in [63]. 
The same contactless sensing principle has also been used to monitor switch-type (or 
threshold) sensors, i.e. sensors that can be roughly modeled as switches in response to the 
sensed parameter. So, two states can be assumed for this type of sensors: closed and open. The 
switch-type sensor is placed in series with a capacitor. Whenever the sensed parameter exceeds 
a given threshold, the sensor changes its state, thus modifying the equivalent capacitance and 
resonant frequency. In particular, in [20] and [21], a steel wire was used in order to monitor 
reinforcement corrosion in structures. The resonant network, which includes the sensor, was 
embedded within the concrete, near the reinforcement to be monitored. Whenever the 
reinforcement in the concrete is under corrosion, the steel wire is also corroded and breaks, thus 
changing the resonant frequency. A readout unit fixed on the surface of the concrete structure 
detected the change.  
In this thesis, we tackle the application of the contactless sensing principle via inductive 
links on vehicles applications. Switch-type sensors can be found, for example, for seat 
occupancy and belt detection. In particular, occupancy sensors are embedded within the seats 
and wired to an (ECU) of the vehicle. However, wiring removable vehicle seats, which are 
present in some vehicle models, to the ECU is unpractical. To solve this problem, inductive 
links have been proposed in a patent [22] for detecting the state of switch-type sensors in 
removable vehicle seats and are currently used in some vehicle models for belt detectors 
attached to the removable seats. 
In the remaining of this chapter, different readout techniques are analyzed. Twofold 
contributions are provided: First, we present a theoretical analysis for the monitoring of generic 
switch-type sensors via inductive coupling. The analytical expressions consider an arbitrary 
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number of switch-type sensors placed at the resonant network and a non-zero resistance of the 
sensors when they are in their closed state. Secondly, we investigate the use of inductive links 
for occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats. Experimental results agree with the 
provided analytical expressions. 
3.1 Wireless readout of Passive LC Sensors 
3.1.1 Basic Architecture 
Fig. 3.1 illustrates a general circuit model of an LC resonant network (right-hand side) 
coupled to a readout circuit (left-hand side). L1 and L2 are the coupled coils, M is the mutual 
inductance, R1 models the losses of L1 plus the connecting wires, and CT and RT model 
respectively the equivalent series capacitance and resistance of the resonant network. This is a 
simplification and a start point of the analysis that pretends to facilitate the analysis in the rest of 
the section.  
 
Fig. 3.1 Circuit model of an LC resonant network (right-hand side) coupled to a readout circuit (left-
hand side). 





where k  
 (3.2)
is the coupling factor between the coils,  
1
 (3.3)















From (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain the modulus |Zin| and phase <Zin of the input impedance 





3.1.2 Readout Techniques 
Different readout circuit systems are analyzed, for example, in [17] and [62]. Most of them 
are based on the change detection of one or several resonant frequencies of a parameter related 
with the input impedance of the readout coil. That change is caused by a variation of the sensed 
quantity. As the measured resonant frequency or frequencies at the readout coil are related to 
, the sensed quantity can be estimated. In this section, we review different readout techniques 
proposed in the literature and select one of them to be applied in the proposed application of this 
thesis.  
Impedance phase dip or phase-min method has been proposed in several publications [16], 
[18], [58] and [60]. It is based on the measurement of the phase impedance of the readout coil 
and the subsequent detection of the minimum value. From (3.8), assuming QT >> 1 and 
neglecting R1, a minimum phase impedance is found at 
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As can be seen, a weak point of this method is its dependency with the coupling factor k, 
and thus with the distance between the coils. Further, for increasing values of k, the phase dip 
becomes broader (see Fig. 3.2 as an example), which difficults the accurate detection of the 
phase minimum. At fixed distances, a single calibration can be performed. Whenever the 
distance between the coils has to change, a calibration at different distances should be 
performed. 
 
Fig. 3.2 Calculated impedance phase using (3.9) at different values of k with L2=L1=1mH, CT=10nF, 
R1=RT=6Ω. 
Another technique is that known as dip meter [61], [62], [64]. As mentioned in [62], a dip 
meter is an LC oscillator whose inductance is the readout coil. The frequency of the oscillator is 
swept over a band, and when the frequency matches that of the resonant circuit to be measured a 
dip in the primary coil current is observed. This is due to the increase of the reflected impedance 
into the readout coil. However, as reported in [62], for values of k higher than a critical value, 
the reflected impedance decreases which leads again to a dependency with the distance.  
Other techniques measure the impedance modulus. In [17] a circuit based on a peak 
detector is used. The system monitors the resulting resonant frequency automatically. However, 
as can be seen in Fig. 3.3 for a particular case and as mentioned in [18], several resonant 
frequencies can appear and all them show a dependency with the distance between the coils. 
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Fig. 3.3 Calculated modulus of the impedance using (3.7) for L1=L2=1mH, CT=10nF and R1=RT=6Ω. 
In order to get rid of the distance effect, the three-resonances method was proposed in [18], 
which is based on the measurement of the modulus of the readout impedance. This is a decisive 
advantage in applications where the distance or the alignment of the reader coil relative to the 
sensor is variable. However, the method requires the estimation of three resonant frequencies 
and some computations, which raises the complexity.  
In [62] a novel technique, based on the measurement of Re{Zin	} was proposed, which was 
further developed in [63]. The real part of the impedance in (3.5) can be defined as 
Re  (3.11)






The frequency selectivity of Rin around max improves with an increase of QT [62]. Whenever 
QT >> 1, thus ωmax  ωr and 
, ≡ |  (3.13)
which can be rearranged as 





is the quality factor of the readout circuit. Whenever R1 is mainly due to the coil losses, QR will 
match the coil quality factor. From (3.14), R T ≫ 1 has to be accomplished in order to have 
a relative high value of Rin,max. Therefore, by searching Rin,max we can obtain ωr. Then, from (3.3) 
and known L2, the value of CT can be inferred. 
For this thesis work, we propose the use of the measurement of Rin. Next sections present, 
first, an extension of the selected readout technique for N switch-type sensors and then, its 
application to occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats. 
3.2 Equivalent Circuit for N switch-type sensors 
Fig. 3.4 illustrates a circuit model of a resonant network coupled to a readout circuit, which 
includes an arbitrary number (N) of switch-type sensors. Each sensor Si, with i = [1..N], is 
modeled as a switch. A capacitor Ci is added in series with each sensor Si. RL2 models the 
inductor losses and a capacitor C0 is added in parallel with the sensor branches. This capacitor 
makes the circuit resonate even in the case all the switch-type sensors are open. As we will just 
show, the circuit of Fig. 3.4 will be reduced to the circuit of Fig. 3.1, being CT and RT dependent 
on the state of the switch-type sensors. 
 
Fig. 3.4 Circuit model of the resonant network with N switch-type sensors. 
For each sensor we assume two states: closed and open. In the closed state we will model 
the sensor as a resistance Rsi (in general of low value) and in the open state as an open circuit. 
As a result, Fig. 3.5 shows the resulting equivalent circuit of the resonant network in the case all 
the sensors are closed. In a general case, only the sensor branches which contain closed sensors 






Fig. 3.5 Circuit model of the resonant network in the case all the sensors are closed. 





Using a series to parallel transformation at the resonant frequency (ωr) for each closed-
sensor branch, the circuit of Fig. 3.5 results in the circuit of Fig. 3.6, 
 
Fig. 3.6 Circuit model of the resonant network for ω=ωr using a series to parallel transformation for 
the closed-sensor branches. 
where  
p s  (3.17)
p s s  (3.18)





The circuit of Fig. 3.6 can be further simplified to the circuit of Fig. 3.7, where 







Fig. 3.7 Simplified circuit model of the circuit of Fig. 3.6. 
In (3.20) and (3.21),  the binary variable bi accounts for the contribution of each sensor Si to 
Cp and Rp. Whenever the sensor Si is open, bi takes the value 0, thus denoting a null 
contribution. Otherwise, whenever the sensor Si is closed, bi = 1. By substituting (3.17) in (3.20) 
and (3.19) in (3.21) we respectively obtain 





The quality factor of the Cp-Rp branch in Fig. 3.7 is given by 
p p (3.24)
Using a parallel to series transformation we arrive to the circuit of Fig. 3.8 
 











∑ s  (3.27)
Finally, just adding up the two serial resistances we obtain the resonant network of Fig. 3.1, 
where 
T L2 s (3.28)
Attending to the binary response of the sensors, 2N different values of CT and thus of r 
result. Thus, capacitors have to be chosen appropriately in order to distinguish the resulting 
resonant frequencies and infer the state of the sensors. As mentioned in section 3.1, a higher 
value of QT leads, from (3.5) to a frequency response of Rin with a higher selectivity, thus 
facilitating an accurate detection of the different resonant frequencies. By substituting (3.27) in 




∑ s T (3.29)











as the equivalent quality factor of each closed-sensor branch, all at the resonant frequency r, 






Therefore, in order to achieve a high value of QT, we require high quality factors for the coil and 
for the sensor branches. From (3.31), sensors that present relatively high values of resistance 
(Rsi) when closed will be prone to present low quality factors. Nonetheless, we can moderately 




For the sake of simplicity, in the previous analysis we have considered ideal open circuits 
for sensors in the open state. Actually, open-switch sensors will present parasitic capacitances 
that will add up to CT. Whenever the value of the selected capacitors is much higher than that of 
the parasitic capacitances, the net effect on the resonant frequency will be negligible. The same 
can be said for the parasitic capacitance of the coil L2. 
3.3 Circuit Model with the Seat Detectors  
Fig. 1.1, shows the occupancy and belt detectors. The commercial occupancy sensor 
presents a large electrical resistance variation from a vacant to occupied seat. For diagnostic 
purposes, the manufacturer includes a resistor (470Ω) in parallel with the sensor in order to 
differentiate the response of a vacant seat (high resistance) from a fault, for example when any 
of the wires that connect the sensor with the ECU is broken. In this work, this parallel resistor 
was removed. We then characterized the occupancy sensor for low frequencies (< 1 MHz). 
When the seat is occupied the sensor can be modeled as a resistor of value ca. 15 . On the 
other hand, when the seat is vacant the sensor can be modeled as a capacitor of value ca. 
160pF. Occupancy is detected for weights higher than 40kg.  
We also characterized the belt detector for frequencies below 1 MHz. When the belt is 
unbuckled, the detector can be modeled as a resistor of value 0.1 . On the other hand, when 
the belt is buckled up, the detector can be modeled as a capacitor of ca. 47 pF.  
Fig. 3.9 shows the resulting circuit model with the seat detectors, where S1 and S2 
correspond respectively to the occupancy sensor and belt buckle switch. 
 
Fig. 3.9 Circuit model of an inductive link with a seat occupancy sensor and a belt buckle switch. 
Attending to the possible states of both sensors, four different cases result: 
Case 1) vacant seat, buckled up: 
T , T L2 
Case 2) occupied seat, buckled up: 




Case 3) vacant seat, unbuckled: 
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Case 4) occupied seat, unbuckled: 







The SBR system must warn in case 4. 
3.4 Coils 
A rather low frequency of operation (i.e. < 1MHz) was sought for two reasons: 1) to ease 
an upcoming design of the electronic circuitry for the measurement of the real part of the 
impedance, and 2) to avoid inductive effects of the occupancy sensor. In addition, the intended 
application is space-constrained, which requires the use of small-size coils.  
As we have previously mentioned, a high value of QT improves the frequency selectivity 
around the resonant frequency, which facilitates its location. Further, from (3.13), relative high 
values of k and QR are helpful to increase Rin,max. As we will discuss in section 3.5, this also 
contributes to determine accurately the resonant frequency. As a result, coils with magnetic- 
instead air-core are appropriate as they provide high quality and coupling factors at rather low 
frequencies and for small-size dimensions.  
We selected 1 mH commercial coils from Fastron (PIST model) which present a dc 
resistance of 1.5. Fig. 3.10 shows the dimensions of the coils (values are in millimeters). 
Below we provide information about relevant parameters such as the coil quality factor over 







Fig. 3.10 Dimensions of the selected 1 mH coils (in millimeters). Source: 
http://www.fastrongroup.com/. 
The quality factor of one of the commercial coils was measured for a range of frequencies, 
which required the measurement of both the coil resistance and inductance. We used a series-
resonant network to measure the resistance at the resulting resonant frequency by using an 
HP4294A impedance analyzer. Appropriate values of capacitors were used in order to tune 
different resonant frequencies.  On the other hand, the inductance value was measured with a 
handheld LCR meter at a single frequency as its value did not appreciably change. The resulting 
value was of 1.096 mH. Then, the coil quality factors were calculated. Fig. 3.11 shows the 
results for a frequency range between 3 kHz and 700 kHz. Fig. 3.12 provides additional results 
for a narrower frequency range, from 15 kHz to 50 kHz. As can be seen, the quality factor 
increased at low frequencies up to a maximum (ca. 45) at ca. 35kHz and then decreased for 
higher values of frequency. The decrease at the higher frequencies is due to the higher rate of 
increase of the equivalent coil resistance with respect to the coil inductance. Coil resistance 
increase is due to the joint combination of skin and proximity effects and the losses of the 
ferrite. So, in order to achieve a high quality factor, a resonant frequency in the order of tens of 








Fig. 3.12 Measured quality factors of a 1mH Fastron coil for a frequency range from 15 kHz to 50 
kHz. 
In order to estimate the coupling factor (k) between the coils over their separation distance 
(d), we used the simulation program COMSOL. Fig. 3.13 shows an axisymetric model of the 
coils, where d is marked. Sizes of the coils were in accordance with those presented in Fig. 3.10. 
The contour areas R1 to R6 were defined as ferrite whereas C1 and C2 (wire coil) were defined 






































Fig. 3.13 Modeling of the primary and secondary coils using COMSOL. 
The self and mutual inductance of the coils (L and M respectively) were calculated and k 
was obtained from (2.58). Fig. 3.14 shows graphically the evolution of k for different distances, 
from 0 cm to 3 cm in steps of 0.5cm. The graph also includes the case of an equivalent air-core 
coil (ferrite core was substituted by air in the simulation). The value of k was about 3 to 4 times 
larger for ferrite- than for air-core coils. The inductance value was also larger for the ferrite-core 
coil, about ten times, which leads to a higher quality factor whenever the core losses are not 
significant. These results confirm the suitability of using ferrite- instead air-core coils in order to 
increase the value of Rin,max, see (3.13). 
 
Fig. 3.14 Evolution of k over d for ferrite- and air-core coils. 
A side effect of using magnetic-core coils is the increase of the self-inductance of the coils 




















as shown in Fig. 3.15, when approaching a second open-circuit coil. As a result, the resonant 
frequency will slightly decrease at low values of d. 
 
Fig. 3.15 Measured self-inductance of the commerical coil when approaching a second open-circuit 
coil to a distance d. 
3.5 Performance 
Fig. 3.16 shows the mechanical setup fabricated to fix the distance between the coils, which 
were implemented in separate PCB boards. Distance was adjusted manually. The support and 
the fixing screws were made of nylon. The picture also shows the occupancy sensor and the belt 
buckle switch as well as a vehicle seat where the occupancy sensor is inserted. The setup 
emulates the configuration shown in Fig. 1.2. In reference to Fig. 3.9, we used the 1 mH 
commercial coils, C2=Cs1=10nF and Cs2=22nF. Thus, the resonant frequencies will lie 
between 20 kHz and 50 kHz, which, from Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12, is appropriate in order to 
achieve high quality factors for the coils. The lowest capacitor value between Cs1 and Cs2, i.e. 
Cs1, was used for the occupancy sensor as it presented a higher resistance (Rs1  15 ) than that 
























Fig. 3.16 Mechanical setup used to fix the distance of the coils. The occupancy sensor and the belt 
buckle switch are also shown as well as a vehicle seat where the occupancy sensor is inserted. 
The readout coil was connected to an impedance analyzer (HP4294A) in order to measure 
the real and imaginary parts of the impedance, i.e. Zin in (3.1). The programmed frequency range 
was from 20 kHz to 50 kHz. The represented data in the remaining figures, Fig. 3.17 to Fig. 
3.20, show the captured values of the real part of the impedance, i.e. (3.11). Unless specified, 
the data for each of the cases correspond to a single capture, without averaging, and using the 
least accurate measurement bandwidth (BW = 1). 
Fig. 3.17 shows the captured values of Rin for each of the four cases of the seat detectors at 
d = 0.5 cm. The four data captures corresponding to the four possible cases are superposed. As 
can be seen, the respective resonant frequencies can be clearly distinguished, which allows to 
determine unambiguously the state of both seat detectors. Cases 1 to 4 evolve respectively from 






Fig. 3.17 Rin for the four different cases of the seat detectors at d=0.5 cm. 
In order to further validate the theoretical analysis of section 3.1, we estimated the value of 
QT in two ways. First, following the approach described in [62], the value of QT was estimated 





where ∆ HM is the difference of frequencies for which Rin is equal to in,max 2⁄ . Then, 
QT was calculated from (3.32), where the values of QL2 were inferred from Fig. 3.12 and the 
values of QTi were calculated using (3.31). For the calculus of (3.31), we used the experimental 
values of Rsi and the nominal values for the rest of the parameters. Table 3.1 shows the resulting 
values, where QT,graph and QT,calc correspond respectively to the estimated values from (3.33) and 
(3.32). In addition, the values of  QL2, QT1, and QT2 are provided. As can be seen, QT,graph and 
QT,calc are in good agreement. So, for the sake of simplicity, we will use hereafter the term QT. 
Table 3.1 Estimated values of QT 
 QT, graph QT, calc QL2 QT1 QT2 
Case 1 46.6 44.7 44.7   
Case 2 28.9 26.6 44.9 59.6  
Case 3 42.9 43.8 44.3  3740 
Case 4 36.1 35.2 44.0 181 5624 
 
As for the particular cases, the value of QT in case 1 is solely contributed by QL2 as both 













Vacant Seat, Buckled Up (Case 1)
Occupied Seat, Buckled Up (Case 2)
Vacant Seat, Unbuckled (Case 3)
Occupied Seat, Unbuckled (Case 4)
d = 0.5 cm
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of QT1, which models the effect of the occupancy sensor in the closed state. Case 3 again shows 
a higher quality factor, as the contribution of QT2, due to the closure of the buckle switch, is 
negligible. Finally case 4, sees again a reduction of QT mainly due to QT1. However QT1 is now 
higher than in case 2 due to the increased value of CT, see (3.31). Thus, the resulting QT is 
higher in case 4 than in case 2. As can also be observed, QT1 and QT2 and thus their square 
values are much higher than the unity in all the cases, which is an assumption that was taken in 
section 3.1. The value of Rin,max across the different resonant frequencies also behaves as 
previewed by (3.13). A higher r leads to a higher Rin,max. For case 2, the lower value of Rin,max 
with respect to case 3 is due to the lower value of QT. As a final remark, interchanging 
capacitors Cs1 and Cs2 would be detrimental for QT in cases 2 and 4, as the value of QT1 would 
decrease to 24.9 and 37.5, respectively. On the other hand, the increase in QT2 for cases 3 and 4 
would be barely noticeable in QT. 
Fig. 3.18 shows the measured values of Rin for case 4 (occupied seat and unbuckled belt) at 
four different values of d (0.5cm, 1cm, 1.5cm, and 2cm). The SBR system must warn the 
driver in this case. As can be seen, Rin,max decreases for increasing distances. From Fig. 3.14, an 
increase of distance leads to a decrease of k and thus, from (3.14), to a decrease of Rin,max. 
Inferred values of k (not shown here) from (3.14), using the experimental values of Fig. 3.18 for 
Rin,max, were in good agreement with the simulated results presented in Fig. 3.14 for the ferrite-
core coil. On the other hand, the resonant frequency slightly decreased for shorter distances. 
This effect, as previously stated, was due to the increase of the self-inductance of the coils at 
short distances (see Fig. 3.15). 
 
Fig. 3.18 Rin for case 4 at different distances between the coils. The SBR system must warn the 















Occupied Seat, Unbuckled (Case 4)
d = 0.5 cm
d = 1 cm
d = 1.5 cm
d = 2 cm
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Fig. 3.19 shows the captured values of Rin for d = 3cm and the four cases. Again, captured 
data are superposed. Now, the measurement bandwidth of the impedance analyzer was selected 
for maximum accuracy (BW = 5). The increased accuracy comes at the cost of a larger 
measuring time of the impedance analyzer. As can be seen, the base value of Rin, R1 in (3.5), 
increases with an increasing frequency. This increase of the coil resistance for increasing 
frequencies was already justified in section 3.4. Still, the respective resonant frequencies can be 
clearly distinguished. However, for larger distances, i.e. lower values of Rin,max, the increase of 
R1 with increasing frequencies, can mask the resistance peak and, thus, the location of the 
resonant frequency. So, to achieve large distances at which the resonant frequencies can still be 
detected, large relative values of Rin,max are helpful. Thus, from (3.14), as mentioned at the 
beginning of section 3.4, high values of QR, QT, and k are sought. This design criterion was 
followed in this work. 
Fig. 3.20 shows again the captured values of Rin for d = 3 cm but using the least accurate 
measurement bandwidth (BW = 1) of the impedance analyzer. As in the previous cases, only 
one single data capture is shown but in this case the variability of the data is significant. So, the 
uncertainty of the measuring instrument has a large impact at larger distances, i.e. for low 
relative values of Rin,max. Thus, the instrument uncertainty can also limit the accurate location of 
the resonant frequency and thus limit the maximum detection distance, as will be shown below.  
 
















Vacant Seat, Buckled Up (Case 1)
Occupied Seat, Buckled Up (Case 2)
Vacant Seat, Unbuckled (Case 3)
Occupied Seat, Unbuckled (Case 4)





Fig. 3.20 Rin for the four different cases of the seat detectors at d=3 cm with BW=1. 
 
The uncertainty on the measurement of Rin can be expressed as 
∆ ∆ %  (3.34)
where ΔRin(%) is the uncertainty
1 in percentage provided by the manufacturer of the impedance 
analyzer [65] as 
∆ %  (3.35)
where E is a parameter to be calculated and Qin is 
 (3.36)
By substituting (3.36) in (3.35) and the result in (3.34), we obtain 
∆  (3.37)
In order to properly detect Rin,max, we must accomplish 
, ∆ |  (3.38)
Then, by substituting (3.13) into (3.38) and further processing we get  
                                                     















Vacant Seat, Buckled Up (Case 1)
Occupied Seat, Buckled Up (Case 2)
Vacant Seat, Unbuckled (Case 3)
Occupied Seat, Unbuckled (Case 4)





which denotes the minimum required value of k (kmin) in order to detect . Lower values of E 
and higher values of QT decrease the required value of kmin, which increases the maximum 
achievable distance. As can be seen, the quality factor of the reader coil, QR, does not limits the 
value of kmin.  
Table 3.2 shows the values of E, kmin and dmax for case 2, which is the worst case in terms of 
QT (see Table 3.1), and thus on the achievable distance.  In our case, the values of E were 
calculated from the operation manual of the impedance analyzer [65] (see Appendix A). Two 
values were used corresponding respectively to BW = 5 (highest accuracy) and BW = 1 (lowest 
accuracy). The considered value for QT was 26.6, the minimum one in Table 3.1. Then, kmin was 
obtained from (3.39). The corresponding values of dmax were inferred from Fig. 3.14. The 
resulting maximum distances are of 3.7 cm (for BW = 5) and of 2 cm (for BW = 1). The 
predicted distances are lower than those that can actually be achieved with BW = 1. As an 
example, Fig. 3.20 shows that at 3 cm a correct detection is still possible. This issue is explained 
because the observed uncertainty in the measurements is better than that provided in the 
specifications of the impedance analyzer. Surely, the manufacturer specifies a higher bound for 
the uncertainty. 
Table 3.2 Values of E, kmin and dmax for case 2. 
 
E kmin dmax 
BW=1 0.88 % 0.018 2 cm 




Chapter 4 Resonant Inductive Power Transmission for 
Autonomous Sensors 
Inductive power transmission (IPT) allows transferring energy wirelessly by using a 
coupled pair of coils. This can be advantageous in applications where the use of a physical 
connection between the electronic system to be powered and its power source is 
disadvantageous or unfeasible. Both high- and low-power applications have been reported. 
High-power transfer includes battery recharging of electrical vehicles [33] and a broad range of 
industrial applications [34]-[40], whereas low-power transfer includes RFID systems [66], 
biomedical implants [54], or portable consumer electronic products [41], [67]. In this last area, 
there is an increasing interest of industry and, as a result, new products have appeared in the 
form of power surfaces (e.g. Powermat) and a new consortium of companies (Wireless Power 
Consortium) has been created in order to generate interoperable products. 
Transmission power distance is, in general, shorter than the diameter of the powering coils. 
However, Kurs et al. showed a power transfer of 60 W over distances in excess of 2 m by using 
coils with a diameter of 60 cm [68]. Coil-to-coil efficiency was of 40 %. Their analysis is rather 
based on physical theory and more engineering focused approaches using circuit lumped circuits 
have appeared since then [69], [70]. The same principle has also been explored for powering 
multiple receivers from a single transmitter coil [71] and biomedical implants [72]. In most of 
these works, four coils are used, two for the transmitter side and other two for the receiver side. 
In order to counteract the loose coupling between the transmitter and receiver, series or parallel 
resonant coupling is implemented. Although the topic has received great interest and 
propaganda, it does not seem very different from previous existing approaches in which two 
loosely coupled coils were tuned in resonance [73], [74].  
Vehicles can also benefit from IPT, in particular to power autonomous sensors installed in 
rotating parts such as wheels or in removable parts such as seats. As for the wheels, tire-
pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) are already mandatory in USA and will be in the EU for 
vehicle types of category M1 or N1 [4] granted as from 1 November 2012 or first registered as 
from 1 November 2014 [5]. Currently, TPMS are powered by primary batteries. However, as 
the desired target for the lifetime of batteries is about 10 years, the use of batteries is 
challenging. In addition, the final disposal of millions of batteries will create environmental 
impacts and hazards. As an alternative, an Australian company is offering a battery-less IPT-
based TPMS [75].  
As for the removable seats, some vans and minivans incorporate them in order to flexibly 
arrange their internal space. Some commercial models incorporate at most a seat belt detector 
for the removable seats. In order to avoid wiring the seats, a passive detection is performed via 
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an inductive link. In Chapter 3, we have proposed seat occupancy and belt detection in vehicle 
removable seats via passive inductive coupling. However, more intelligent systems will be 
required. As for 2012, an NHTSA regulation (USA) requires the use of intelligent airbags that 
minimize the risk to infants and children. Intelligent airbags must be deployed depending on 
whether the passenger is an adult, an infant car seat is present, or the seat is empty. These 
airbags should avoid the problems encountered with previous airbag systems [76]. The sensors 
used for these intelligent airbags may require power to operate. One option for removable seats, 
apart from using primary batteries, is the transmission of power via inductive links from the 
chassis floor to the seat. 
This chapter explores the feasibility of using IPT for autonomous sensors and in particular 
for belt and occupancy detection in removable vehicle seats. A pair of coils would be aligned 
and placed respectively in the chassis floor and at the bottom of the removable seat, as shown in 
Fig. 1.2. The final aim is to maximize the power efficiency and the powering distance range 
between the coupled pair of coils in order to relax the mechanical constraints. The power 
demand of the autonomous sensor is considered of 100 mW, which is the typical power 
consumption of radio-frequency (RF) transceivers used in them. As a means to transfer power at 
“mid-range” distances (higher than the radius of the coils), two loosely coupled coils tuned in 
resonance have been considered. The selected application is considered to be space-constrained, 
so that small-size coils have to be used. Even though a particular application is selected, the 
analysis and conclusions drawn are rather general and can be useful for low-power applications 
that require autonomous sensors to be inductively powered. Autonomous sensors require of a 
DC voltage supply and, consequently, of a voltage regulator. A comprehensive analysis of the 
impact on the system efficiency of different voltage regulators is also provided and the best 
regulator type is determined. Both analytical derivations and experimental results are provided. 
4.1 Analysis of IPT Systems 
IPT allows transmitting energy between a pair of coupled coils in order to power a load. To 
counteract the loose coupling between the coils (k << 1) compensation capacitors are used. 
Capacitors can be placed in series or parallel with the coils, leading respectively to series or 
parallel resonant tanks.  
Fig. 4.1 shows the equivalent circuit of a pair of magnetically coupled resonators. The left-
hand and right-hand sides of the circuit correspond to the transmitting (primary) and receiving 
(secondary) networks, respectively. Both series and parallel resonant tanks are considered for 
the primary and secondary networks, thus resulting in four possible topologies, referred 
hereinafter as SS, SP, PS, and PP. The letter S or P stands for series or parallel compensation; 




Fig. 4.1 Equivalent circuit of a pair of magnetically coupled resonators. 
In this work, we assume a fixed voltage and frequency for the power source of the primary 
network. V1 is a sinusoidal signal that models the voltage output of the power source that drives 
the primary network; I1 and I2 stand for the currents of the primary and secondary networks; L1 
and L2 model the coils; C1 and C2 are the compensation capacitors to work at resonance; Rs and 
Is model respectively the output resistance and current of the power source; RL1 and RL2 model 
the losses of the coils; RLoad and ILoad respectively model the load and the current through it; and 
finally M models the mutual inductance between the coils. Losses of the coils account for that 
due to the resistance of the winding wire, including the skin and proximity effects, and core 
losses. Hereinafter, the parameters of voltage and current are assumed to be root-mean-square 
values by default. 
The circuit of Fig. 4.1 can be transformed, taking into account (2.43), into the circuit of Fig. 
4.2. 
 
Fig. 4.2 Equivalent primary and secondary networks taking into account (2.43). 







For a series resonant tank 
For a parallel resonant tank 
(4.2)
Thus, by substituting (4.1) into the reflected voltage of the primary network, , we 




Fig. 4.3 Primary network with the reflected impedance. 
where 
 (4.3)








For a series resonant tank 
For a parallel resonant tank 
(4.5)
is the impedance seen by the power source. The power transmitted to the secondary network is 
Re  (4.6)
where the operator Re  stands for the real part of the involved parameter, whereas the 
received power at RLoad is given by 
 (4.7)
The compensation capacitors are used to maximize PT and PLoad. An approach followed in 
the literature [77]-[79] is, first, to fix the working frequency of the power source to 
1
 (4.8)
i.e. in function of the reactive components of the secondary network. The real and imaginary 
parts of Zr are shown in Table 4.1 for the series and parallel resonant tanks of the secondary 
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network. For the sake of simplicity, RL2 has been neglected in the analysis. As can be seen, for 
the series-compensated network no reactance is reflected and the reflected resistance depends 
inversely on the load resistance (RLoad). Contrariwise, the parallel-compensated network reflects 
a capacitive reactance and the reflected resistance depends directly on RLoad. The reflected 
reactance depends on the coupling factor k. 
Table 4.1 Reflected impedance of the series- and parallel-compensated networks. 
Compensation Series Parallel 
Reflected resistance   
Reflected reactance 0  
 
Secondly, C1 is selected in order to null the reactance in the primary network at , i.e. 
Im | 0 (4.9)
and thus to maximize PT. The operator Im  stands for the imaginary part of the involved 
parameter. The resulting values of C1 for the different topologies are shown in Table 4.2, where 





and substituting  (4.8) in (4.10) 
 (4.11)
In the analysis, the coil resistances (RL1, RL2) and the output resistance of the power source 
(Rs) are neglected. These results were previously presented in [78] and [79]. However, their 






Table 4.2 Resulting values  of C1 for the four topologies in order to null the reactance in the primary 
network. 












As can be seen, the selected topology has a remarkable influence on the selected value of 
C1. For the SS topology we can directly use C10. For the SP topology we find a dependence on 
the coupling factor k, which arises from the reflected reactance of the secondary parallel 
network, as Table 4.1 shows. Thus, C1 must be tuned at each specific distance between the coils. 
Even though a fixed distance between the coils can be selected in our case for a specific vehicle 
model, mechanical tolerances could force to an individual tuning process once the system is 
installed inside each vehicle, which can be inconvenient. Topologies that use the parallel 
compensation in the primary network, i.e. PS and PP topologies, show a dependence on k but 
also on RLoad. Their dependency on RLoad arises from the dependency on RLoad of the reflected 
resistance. As will be seen later, RLoad models an autonomous sensor in our case and its value 
depends on its power consumption but also on the voltage regulator used to provide a fixed DC 
voltage. So, because of expected variations in RLoad, the use of those topologies can be 
problematic in order to achieve the condition stated in (4.9). Topology SS shows no dependence 
on k and RLoad, which eases the tuning process. 
Another approach that will be further explored in section 4.3 for the SP topology is to select 
an appropriate value of C2  in order to achieve 
0 (4.12)





In sections 4.2 and 4.3 we will analyze in more detail the SS and SP topologies taking into 
account the previous neglected resistances RL1, RL2, and Rs. Topologies PS and PP will not be 
further considered in this work. 
 
4.2 SS Topology 
Fig. 4.4 shows the equivalent circuit for the SS topology. 
 
Fig. 4.4 Equivalent circuit for the SS topology. 







and Z2 was defined in eq (4.2) for the series network.  
Based on the discussion of section 4.1, the primary and secondary networks are tuned at the 
same resonance frequency and the power source is tuned at resonance, i.e.  = r, where 
1 1
 (4.16)




where R1 = Rs + RL1 and R2 = RL2 + RLoad. 
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is the reflected resistance onto the primary network. As can be seen, Rr depends on M and thus 





where Pg is the generated power of the power source. Thus, by using (4.20) and (4.21) in (4.18), 
we can rewrite PLoad as 
1  (4.23)
In the remaining part of this section we will assess the evolution of both PLoad and T first in 
function of k and then of RLoad. 
4.2.1 Effects of the distance 
Loosely coupling IPT systems achieve short powering distances. The introduction of 
compensation capacitors aims to increase the powering distance range and the power efficiency. 
Here, we will assess how PLoad and Load evolve in function of k, and thus of distance, assuming 
a fixed RLoad.  
Fig. 4.5 shows parameterized graphs of both PLoad and 1 with respect to k, where k can 




Fig. 4.5 Evolution of PLoad and 1 with respect to k. 
As can be seen, PLoad presents a maximum (PLoad,max) at kc, which is referred in the literature 
either as critical coupling [69], [74] or optimal coupling [80] and is found by solving 





are the quality factors of the primary (Q1) and secondary (Q2) networks. We define dc, shown in 
Fig. 4.5, as the critical distance at which (4.24) holds. At k = kc (d = dc), 1 = 0.5 and Rr = R1. 
At shorter distances, Rr > R1, and at larger distances Rr < R1. In both cases, PL gradually 
decreases.  
As for the efficiencies, 1 monotonically decreases for increasing distances (decreasing 
values of k) whereas 2 (not shown in Fig. 4.5) remains constant. 
The maximum value of PLoad is given by  
, 4
 (4.26)


















4 , 1  (4.27)
PLoad,req, shown in Fig. 4.5 as a straight line, represents the amount of power required by the 
load in order to properly work. As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, PLoad,req, can be achieved for a 
restricted range of coupling factors, [kmin, kmax], and thus of distances, [dmin, dmax]. This distance 
range can be enlarged by increasing PLoad,max either by increasing V1 or decreasing R1. However, 
this leads to a more stringent design for the driver transistors, compensation capacitor, and coil 
of the primary network (see section 4.5), and to a lower primary efficiency (1) at the resulting 
higher dmax. 
As for the coils, magnetic- instead air-core coils can be used in order to increase dmax (Fig. 
4.5). Given that the application is space constrained we selected small-size ferrite-core coils 
from Fastron (PIST model). Fig. 3.10 shows the dimensions of these coils. 
Fig. 3.14 shows simulated results of k vs d (from 0 cm to 3 cm in steps of 0.5cm) both for 
the selected Fastron coils and for an air-core coil of the same dimensions. As can be seen, for a 
given value of k, ferrite-core coils lead to a larger distance. Thus, from Fig. 4.5, the same value 
of kmin will lead to a higher dmax with ferrite-core than with air-core coils. On the other hand, for 
a given distance, ferrite-core coils lead to a higher value of k and thus, from Fig. 4.5, to a larger 
value of 1 and thus of ηLoad. 
A complementary alternative to increase either dmax or η1 is to increase dc, which can be 
achieved by decreasing the value of kc. From (4.24), kc can be decreased by increasing Q1 and 






being QL1 the quality factor of L1. Thus, from (4.28), to achieve a high value of Q1, both Qs and 
QL1 need to be high. For a given Rs, Qs can be increased both by increasing r and the coil 
value. We limited the working frequency to 150 kHz in order to better comply with the ICNIRP 
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guidelines [55]. As for the coil value, the use of a ferrite-core provides benefits as it leads to a 
higher value. In particular, for the selected coils (Fig. 3.10), the COMSOL simulations provided 
a ten-fold increase of the ferrite- over the air-core coil. On the other hand, for a given geometry 
and core material, a higher coil value can be achieved by increasing the number of the winding 
turns and thus of the coil resistance (RL1), which in turn implies a higher value of R1. From 
(4.26), a larger R1 will reduce the value of PLoad,max.  






being QL2 the quality factor of L2. Thus, from (4.31), to achieve a high value of Q2, both QLoad 
and QL2 need to be high. As for the series resonant tank, in order to achieve a high value of QL2 
we need, from (4.32), a high value of L2. However, the increase of the coil resistance (RL2) will 
lead, from (4.20), to a decrease of 2 and then, from (4.26), of PLoad,max. 
Overall, the increase of dc achieved by increasing Q1 and Q2, does not necessarily leads to 
an increase of dmax due to the simultaneous decrease of PLoad,max. On the other hand, the increase 
of 1 due to the increase of dc can be neutralized by a simultaneous decrease of 2 due to the 
increase of RL2. Thus, a case by case study will be necessary in order to select appropriate 
values for r and the coils. We present this study and the related experimental results in 
Appendix B, where the SP topology has also been assessed.  
4.2.2 Effects of RLoad 
The value of RLoad changes with the power consumption of the load and also with the kind 
of voltage regulator used, as will be seen later. So, the evolution of PLoad and T in function of 
RLoad will be assessed in this section, assuming a fixed distance (d). A maximum of PLoad can be 
found by solving PLoad/RLoad=0, obtaining 
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, 4 4 1
 (4.34)
being the optimum load 
, 1  (4.35)
The same result of (4.35) can be easily inferred from the equivalent circuit of the secondary 





Fig. 4.6 Equivalent circuit of the secondary network. 





being the corresponding optimal load 
, 1  (4.38)




So, RLoad,optP will always be higher than RLoad,opt. Fig. 4.7 shows a parameterized graph of 
the evolution of PLoad and Load with respect to RLoad. As for Load, 1 and 2 are shown. For high 
values of RLoad, 2, from (4.21), will tend to the unity. On the other hand, the maximum value of 




Fig. 4.7 PLoad vs RLoad. 
In this case, ferrite-core coils are also preferred against air-core coils as they lead to higher 
coupling and quality factors. Thus, from (4.34) and (4.37) higher values of PLoad and T can be 
achieved. 
4.3 SP Topology 
Fig. 4.8 shows the equivalent circuit of a SP topology.  
 
Fig. 4.8 Equivalent circuit for a SP topology. 
Assuming we comply with (4.8) and considering now in the analysis RL2, the reflected 








As briefly mentioned at the end of section 4.1, another approach for the SP topology is to 





which depends on RLoad. Obviously, in order to obtain real values, the term inside the square 










The highest value of QLoad out of the two possible ones is of interest, which corresponds to 
the highest value of C2 in (4.42).  
In applications where RLoad is relatively high, (4.40) and (4.42) reduce their dependency on 
RLoad. Further, with low values of r and L2, high values of QLoad can be achieved. High values 
of RLoad lead to low values of QLoad for the SS topology, as can be inferred from (4.32). So, SS 
and SP topologies are complementary. In this work, the SS topology has been mainly 
considered as it eases the tuning process and the considered values for RLoad are relatively low, 
as will be shown later. Even so, in Appendix B, the evolution of PLoad versus k has been 
assessed for the SP topology by using (4.42) for C2. 
4.4 Coils 
As mentioned before, commercial ferrite-core coils were selected. As for the coil values, 
we selected the first value of each decade provided by the manufacturer and covered the full 
available range, i.e. 10 µH, 100 µH, 1 mH, and 10 mH. In this section we present the results of 
their coil resistances and quality factors. First, their resistance was measured at several 
frequencies. In order to obtain the resistance values, we used a series-resonant network and 
measured the resistance at the resonant frequency by using an HP4294A impedance analyzer. 
Appropriate values of capacitors were used in order to tune different resonant frequencies 
within the range from 1 kHz to 150 kHz (this upper limit is justified in section 4.5). Fig. 4.9 
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shows the results. As can be seen, resistance values increased with frequency, which is due to 
the joint combination of skin and proximity effects and the losses of the ferrite [53]. Then, the 
quality factors were inferred by using the measured resistances and the nominal values of the 
inductances. Fig. 4.10 shows the results. Resulting quality factors increased steeply at low 
frequencies. A maximum was achieved around 40 kHz for 100 µH and 1 mH. For the other two 
coils, 10 µH and 10 mH, the maximum value was achieved at the highest tested frequency, 
approximately 120 kHz. On the other hand, the achieved maximum value at a given frequency 
increased with an increase of the coil value.  
 
Fig. 4.9 Resistance values of the Fastron commercial coils. 
 
Fig. 4.10 Values of the resulting quality factors for the Fastron commercial coils. 
 
As for the primary coil L1, the highest two coil values, 1 mH and 10 mH, were selected as 
from Fig. 4.10 they provide the highest quality factors (QL1) and a high value of Qs. As for the 
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secondary coil L2, the same coils were again selected for the series resonant tank (Fig. 4.4) as 
they provide both high values of QL2 and QLoad. For the parallel resonant tank (Fig. 4.8), though, 
the lowest two values, 10 µH and 100 µH, would be selected in order to get reasonable values of 
QLoad. However, this leads, as can be seen from Fig. 4.10, to relative low values of QL2. Thus, in 
order to achieve higher values of QL2, the SS topology is also more advantageous than the SP 
topology. Appendix B shows some related results. 
4.5 Primary Network 
A rather low frequency of operation (< 150kHz) was selected for two reasons: 1) to better 
comply with the reference levels for general public exposure to time-varying electric and 
magnetic fields [55], and 2) to reduce the circuit complexity and power losses of the power 
amplifier. 
Based on these premises, Fig. 4.11 shows the circuit schematic of the implemented primary 
network. It is mainly composed of a class D power amplifier based on a low-cost commercial 
self-oscillating half-bridge driver (IR2153) and two external N-channel MOSFETs (BSH103, 
Philips Semiconductor), M1 and M2. The driver, powered at 12V DC (Vcc, battery voltage in 
vehicles), alternatively activates the two MOSFETs, thus injecting a square wave signal into the 
resonant network. The operating frequency, fixed by the RbCb network, can be finely tuned, 
using a multi-turn potentiometer for Rb, to the resonant frequency of the series resonant tank 
L1C1. 
 
Fig. 4.11 Schematic circuit of the primary network. 
For moderate to high quality factors, only the first voltage harmonic (V1 in Fig. 4.4) will 
generate a (sinusoidal) current through the network, being its theoretical amplitude of 7.64V 
(2Vcc/) and its rms value (V1) of 5.4V.  
The MOSFET manufacturer publishes an ON resistance (RON) of 0.4 (@VGS=2.5V). 
The overall resistance of the primary network is R1 + Rr, where R1 = Rs+RL1. Rs is given by Ron 
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whereas the value of RL1 depends on the selected coil and resonance frequency. Section 4.4 
described the selected coils and associated coil resistances at different frequencies. 
4.6 Receiving Network 
Autonomous sensors require a fixed DC voltage supply. So, a rectifier and some kind of 
voltage regulation are required in the secondary network. For high-power (7-30 W) biomedical 
implants, power dissipation at the implanted device should be minimized in order to avoid 
heating the tissue. As such, closed-loop regulation methods are adopted where either the input 
voltage or the operating frequency of the power converter of the external primary network is 
controlled [82]. There, an internal radiofrequency transceiver is needed to transmit the value of 
the DC load voltage of the secondary network to an external transceiver connected to the 
primary network. So, the system design is relatively complex. For lower power biomedical 
implants, e.g. < 500 mW, voltage regulator chips are used at the internal secondary network, 
thus avoiding the use of an external control loop [54], [83], [84]. Different types of voltage 
regulators can be used, such as linear shunt and series regulators, and switching regulators. 
However, their impact on the system power efficiency has not been thoroughly assessed in the 
literature. We will use this approach here and perform a comprehensive analysis. 
Fig. 4.12 shows the block schematic of such a disposition, where only the series resonant 
tank considered.  
 
Fig. 4.12 Block diagram of the secondary network that includes the rectifier and voltage regulator. 
As can be seen, VL, IL and RL are respectively the voltage supply, current consumption and 
equivalent resistance load of the autonomous sensor, where 
 (4.45)
Vreg, Ireg and Rreg are respectively the voltage, current and equivalent resistance at the input of the 
voltage regulator, where 
 (4.46)
and RLoad is the equivalent resistance seen from the input of the rectifier. Rreg depends on RL and 
on the specific type of voltage regulator. RLoad depends on Rreg and the type of rectifier 
employed. Finally, Cr is a filter capacitor. 
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The circuit of Fig. 4.12 can be transformed, using the circuit of Fig. 4.6, to the equivalent 





Fig. 4.13 Equivalent circuit of the secondary network that includes the rectifier and voltage 
regulator. 
In the remainder of this section we analyze in detail the different stages. 
4.6.1 Autonomous Sensor 
Autonomous sensors are low-power devices mainly composed of sensors, a microcontroller 
and a radiofrequency (RF) transceiver. In this work, the autonomous sensor will be in charge of 
occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats.  
Fig. 4.14 shows the schematic circuit of the autonomous sensor. The sensors (or detectors) 
where described in section 1.1.2. An ETRX-2 device (Telegesis), which embeds a 
microcontroller and an RF transceiver, was used to sense the state of the sensors and transmit 
the information wirelessly using the embedded Zigbee stack. Other communication standards 
such as Bluetooth, more common in vehicles, could be used. Appropriate resistors (Ra and Rb) 
were placed in series with the sensors in order to form voltage dividers. Their outputs were 
respectively connected to the inputs (ADC1 and ADC2) of the ETRX-2 built-in analog-to-




Fig. 4.14 Schematic circuit of the autonomous sensor. 
The supply voltage, VL, was set to 3 V by the output of a voltage regulator. Current 
consumption (IL) was measured to be ca. 30 mA and was mainly fixed by that of the ETRX-2 
device. So, RL  100  and PL  90 mW result. To determine the value of RLoad, in Fig. 4.3, the 
effects of the rectifier stage and the voltage regulators must be taken into account. 
4.6.2 Rectifier Stage 
For a series-resonant secondary tank, the rectifier must allow a sinusoidal input current 
[51]. Hence, a current-driven rectifier must be used. Two different rectifiers are considered: 
bridge and half-wave (Fig. 4.15). 
                         
Fig. 4.15 Current-driven rectifiers: Bridge (left) and half-wave (right). 
These rectifiers allow the continuous charge of the filter capacitor Cr (Fig. 4.12). In steady-
state, the electrical charge injected to Cr through the rectifier must equal that provided to the 
ensuing stage, the voltage regulator. Thus, 
√
 (4.48)




for the bridge rectifier 
 
for the half-wave rectifier 
(4.49)




and also as 
 (4.51)
where in both rectifiers 
2  (4.52)
is the power dissipated by the rectifier, being VD the voltage drop of one diode (assumed 
constant), and 
 (4.53)
is the power dissipated by the regulator plus that consumed by the autonomous sensor. Thus, 
equating (4.50) with (4.51) and operating with some of the remaining expressions from (4.46) to 




Where the equivalency only applies to the amount of power drawn from the secondary resonant 
tank [51]. 
To find out the value of Vreg we start from 
2  (4.55)
Then, substituting (4.48) in (4.55) we obtain 
√ 2  (4.56)
From the circuit of Fig. 4.13, we obtain 
 (4.57)









So, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.13 can be drawn as 
 
Fig. 4.16 Equivalent circuit of the secondary network. 
For Vreg = Veq/2 we get the maximum value of Preg, which is 
, 4
 (4.60)
4.6.3 Voltage Regulation 
We will consider four types of voltage regulators,: linear shunt and series regulators, and 
the inductor-based switching buck and boost regulators. Below, we analyze the performance of 
these four regulators. In particular, we calculate the equivalent Rreg and PLoad for each case as 
well as Vreg. As for PLoad, we obtain expressions in function of RLoad, which combined with 
(4.18) will lead to the determination of the operating point (PLoad, RLoad).  
4.6.3.1 Linear Shunt Regulator 
The linear shunt voltage regulator is disposed just across the power supply rail (VL) of the 
autonomous sensor (RL). In this case, VL = Vreg. Whenever Vreg in Fig. 4.16 is lower than the 
shunt voltage (VZ), the shunt regulator acts as an open circuit. Thus, Rreg = RL. Otherwise, it acts 
as a constant voltage load by clamping the voltage Vreg (=VL) to VZ. Thus, the circuit of Fig. 4.16 
can be transformed in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.17. 
 
Fig. 4.17 Equivalent circuit of the secondary network with a linear shunt regulator. 




Further, Rreg = RL||RZ, where RZ is the equivalent resistance offered by the shunt regulator. Thus, 




where we assume that VL = VZ and VD and VZ are known parameters. On the other hand, from 
(4.50) we get 
 (4.63)
and substituting (4.63) in (4.48) and the resulting expression of Ireg in (4.55), and assuming 
Vreg=VZ, we obtain 
2
 (4.64)
Fig. 4.18 shows a parameterized graph of (4.64). 
 
Fig. 4.18 PLoad vs RLoad for the linear shunt regulator. 
4.6.3.2 Linear Series Regulator 
A linear series regulator fixes a desired output voltage VL requiring at the same time 




where Ileak is the leakage current of the series regulator and IL is given by (4.45). Thus, assuming 
Ileak as a constant, the voltage regulator acts as a constant current load and the circuit of Fig. 4.16 
can be transformed in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.19.  
 
Fig. 4.19 Equivalent circuit of the secondary network with a linear series regulator. 
 
From (4.58) and (4.65) we obtain the operating point of Vreg as 
 (4.66)
and as it is required that Vreg  VL, it must be accomplished that 
 (4.67)





The minimum value of Rreg will be found at Vreg=VL. Then, from (4.54) we obtain the minimum 






On the other hand, by substituting (4.65) in (4.48) and the resulting expression in (4.50), 
PLoad can be expressed as 
 (4.70)




Fig. 4.20 PLoad vs RLoad for linear series regulator. 
4.6.3.3 Switching Regulators 
The same as the linear series regulator, a switching regulator fixes a desired output voltage 
VL and requires Vreg  VL for a buck type and Vreg  VL for a boost type. On the other hand, the 
input and output power of the switching regulators are related by 
 (4.71)
where  is the efficiency of the regulator. Efficiencies higher than 90 % are easily achieved with 
commercial devices. Assuming  as a constant, a switching regulator behaves as a constant 
power load and the circuit of Fig. 4.16 can be transformed in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.21. 
 
Fig. 4.21 Equivalent circuit of the secondary network with a switching regulator. 
From (4.58) and (4.71) we obtain 
 (4.72)







In order to have real values, we must accomplish 
,  (4.74)
where Preg,max was defined in (4.60). 
On the other hand, operating from (4.45), (4.46) and (4.71) we get 
 (4.75)
Now, the minimum a maximum values of Rreg will be achieved at Vreg=VL for the buck and 




On the other hand, by using (4.52) and (4.71) in (4.51), PLoad can be expressed as 
2  (4.77)
and substituting (4.48) in (4.63) and the result in (4.77) we get 
2  (4.78)
Further processing we obtain 
2
 (4.79)
where only the solution with the highest value out of the two possible ones is valid. The other 
solution provides a value smaller than PL/η, and thus of Preg. Fig. 4.22 shows a parameterized 




Fig. 4.22 PLoad vs RLoad for the switching regulators. 
4.6.4 Operating Points and Stability 
Operating points of (PLoad, RLoad) for each one of the reported regulators can be found by 
using (4.64), (4.70), and (4.79) in (4.18). Another option is to find the respective values of Vreg 
as has been reported in 4.6.3 and then operate to obtain the rest of parameters of interest. Fig. 
4.23 shows a generic graph of PLoad versus RLoad for (4.18) and for the four types of voltage 
regulators. As can be seen, one operating point exists for each one of them. Later, in section 4.7, 
we will compute the operating points for several distances and combinations of coils  
 
Fig. 4.23 Operating points of the voltage regulators. 
A stability analysis can be performed considering the dynamics of the system. To do so, the 
filter capacitor Cr placed at the input of the voltage regulator is considered in the analysis. From 
Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.19, it is evident that linear regulators are stable. However, this is not the 




which can be rearranged as 
0 (4.81)
Then, we use a first-order Taylor expansion  
1 1 1
 (4.82)




A positive value of the term that multiplies to Vreg leads to a stable solution whereas a negative 
value leads to an unstable solution. Substituting the expression of (4.72) for Vreg = Vreg0 in that 
term, we obtain 
1 2
 (4.84)
which is positive for Vreg0  Veq/2 and negative for Vreg0  Veq/2. Thus, whenever (4.74) holds, 
the solution with the highest value of (4.73) leads to a stable solution whereas the lowest value 
leads to an unstable solution. A higher value of Vreg means a higher value of Rreg and thus of 
RLoad. Thus, for switching converters, the operating point out of the two resulting ones, with the 
highest value of RLoad will be stable whereas the point with the lowest value of RLoad will be 
unstable. In the example of Fig. 4.23, the arrows pointing towards and outwards the operating 
point respectively indicate an stable and unstable operating point. As can be seen, in this 
example the buck converter has a stable operating point whereas the boost converter does not. 
4.6.5 Efficiencies 
The rectifier and voltage regulation stages introduce losses and thus reduce the overall 








For the shunt regulators Vreg = VZ and thus (4.86) is a constant. The efficiency of the voltage 
regulation stage is given by  
 (4.87)
Thus, the overall efficiency from the power source to the autonomous sensor can be 
expressed as 
 (4.88)
which can also be written as 
 (4.89)
where Pg refers to the generated power by the power source and is given by 
 (4.90)
Thus, substituting (4.90) in (4.89), we get 
 (4.91)
For a given configuration of coils, RL1 and RL2 are fixed. Thus, R1 is fixed. Then as PL and 
V1 are fixed, a higher value of Rr will lead, from (4.91), to a higher value of ηT. Shorter distances 
between the coupled coils lead to higher values of k and thus, from (4.19), to higher values of Rr. 
At a given distance, lower values of RLoad will lead, again from (4.19) to higher values of Rr. 
Thus, in Fig. 4.23, and considering only the stable operating points, the shunt regulator will 
provide the maximum overall efficiency whereas the buck switching regulator will provide the 
minimum overall efficiency. This result appears at first as counterintuitive since switching 
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regulators have, in general, higher efficiencies (ηreg). However, in the example of Fig. 4.23, the 
working point of the buck regulator leads to a high value of RLoad which in turn translates to a 
low value of Rr and thus to a lower ηT. Contrariwise, higher values of RLoad lead to higher 
efficiencies of 2 and R, which combined with the high efficiency (reg) of switching 
regulators, leads to lower power dissipation at the secondary network. That can be beneficial in 
some applications such as biomedical implants, where heat dissipation into the body should be 
minimized [51]. 
4.6.6 Batteries 
An alternative to increase the overall efficiency is to use rechargeable (or secondary) 
batteries after the rectifier stage. The filter capacitor Cr can still be left in order to support the 
battery for power pulse demands from the autonomous sensor. Batteries act in a similar way to 
linear shunt regulators as they clamp Vreg to the battery voltage VB. As just commented, shunt 
regulators provide the highest efficiency. In addition, the excess of energy is not wasted through 
the regulator but accumulated into the battery. Obviously, protecting devices for avoiding the 
overcharge and overdischarge of the battery should be added. An ensuing voltage regulator can 
still be placed after the battery. Special attention must be paid, though, to some regulations that 
affect batteries such as [85]. 
A simple battery electrical model is shown in Fig. 4.24, where VB models the open-circuit 
voltage and RB is the series equivalent resistance. 
 
Fig. 4.24 Electrical model of a battery. 
Fig. 4.25 shows a generic graph of PLoad versus RLoad when using a battery. PLoad for the 
battery case can be obtained from (4.64) with the change of VZ by VB. As a first approximation, 
we assume a neglectable battery resistance (RB) and avoid the use of voltage regulators. As can 
be seen, with the use of the battery we save the power dissipated in the regulator, which now is 
gathered into the battery. Now, the overall efficiency is given by 
 (4.92)






which the same as with the shunt regulator is a constant term whenever VD and VB are assumed 
constants. Thus, the value of RLoad that provides the maximum value of ηT will match with that 
of ηLoad, i.e. that given by (4.38) and represented in Fig. 4.7.  
 
Fig. 4.25 PLoad vs RLoad for the battery. The power wasted with the regulators is now saved into the 
battery. 
As the power received at the battery can be higher than PL, the transfer of power can be 
discontinuous. The same autonomous sensor can report when the battery is fully charged in 
order to stop the transmission of power. In the same way, power transmission can be reactivated 
whenever the battery is almost depleted.  
Whenever a voltage regulator is added between the battery and the autonomous sensor, 
efficiency Reg has to be considered. Now, switching regulators do not cause stability problems 
as the dynamics is dictated by the battery. Thus, by choosing a switching regulator, Reg can be 
rather high. On the other hand, for battery voltages close to (and higher than) VL, linear 
regulators can be a good option.  
4.7 Graphs and Analytical Computations 
In order to obtain graphs of PLoad versus RLoad, we carried out computations of (4.18) for 
d=0.5 cm to d = 3 cm and of (4.64), (4.70) and (4.79) . We used different combinations of coils 
and two resonant frequencies: 40 kHz and 120 kHz. The parameter values used for the 
computations are shown in Table 4.3, some of which have been previously reported. The values 
of k were taken from the simulations of the ferrite-core coils presented in Fig. 3.14; resistance 
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values of the coils were taken from Fig. 4.9; R1 was found as the addition of Rs and RL1, where a 
value of 1 Ω was considered for Rs. The values of VD, Ileak and  were based on the manufacturer 
datasheets of the components used for the experimental setup (section 4.8), and the values of VZ 
and VL were assumed as 3 V. 
Table 4.3 Values of the parameters used for computations. 
Parameters Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
fr  40 kHz  120 kHz 
V1   5.4 V   
k @ d=0.5, 1, 1.5,  
2, 2.5, 3 cm 
0.125, 0.061, 0.033, 0.019, 0.012, 0.009 
Coil 
inductance 
L1 1 mH 10 mH 1 mH 
L2 1 mH 10 mH 1 mH 10 mH 
Coil 
resistance 
RL1 6.45 Ω 44 Ω 22 Ω 
RL2 6.45 Ω 44 Ω 6.45 Ω 22 Ω 117 Ω 
R1 7.45 Ω 45 Ω 23 Ω 
VD, VZ ,VL 0.4 V, 3 V, 3 V 
Ileak (lineal series)   500 µA   
η (switching buck)   0.90   
 
The five cases in Table 4.3 were computed for both the current-driven bridge and half-wave 
rectifiers. The following figures, from Fig. 4.26 to Fig. 4.30, show the five cases with the bridge 
rectifier. In them, (4.18) is represented for different distances as well as (4.64), (4.70), and 
(4.79). The curves corresponding to (4.64), (4.70), and (4.79) are represented from the 
corresponding limiting values of RLoad, which were found from (4.62), (4.69) and (4.76), 
respectively. The respective values of RLoad are 102.7 Ω, 100.9 Ω and 92.4 Ω. And the respective 
power values of PLoad are 113.9 mW, 115 mW and 126.5 mW. 
Fig. 4.26 shows the results for case 1 in Table 4.3. Only the stable operating points are 
marked with symbols. Linear shunt and series  regulators as well as the buck regulator provide 
three operating points at the distances from d = 0.5 cm to d = 1.5 cm. As can be seen, the shunt 
regulator provides the lowest values of RLoad at all that distances and thus the highest values of 
ηT, whereas the buck regulator provides the highest values of RLoad and thus the lowest values of 
ηT. The same happens in the rest of cases, as will be seen. On the other hand, the switching 




Fig. 4.26 PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (case 1, bridge 
rectifier). 
Fig. 4.27 shows case 2 in Table 4.3. With respect to case 1, L2 increases from 1 mH to 10 
mH. This leads to a higher value of QL2 (see Fig. 4.10) and, from (4.34), to a higher value of 
PLoad,max., specially at the largest distances. RL2 also increases (see Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.3) and so 
does, from (4.35), RLoad,optP. Overall, more operating points are achieved for the linear and 
switching buck regulators, from d = 0.5 cm to d = 2.5 cm. The switching boost regulator only 
provides a stable operating point at d = 3 cm. 
 
Fig. 4.27 PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (case 2, bridge 
rectifier). 
 
Fig. 4.28 shows case 3 in Table 4.3. With respect to case 1, L1 increases from 1 mH to 10 
































































(4.34), a large decrease of PLoad,max is observed. From (4.35), RLoad,optP slightly increases because 
of the increase of QL1. Now, only two operating points are provided by the linear and buck 
regulators at d = 0.5 cm and d = 1 cm. No operating point is found for the boost regulator.  
 
Fig. 4.28 PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (case 3, bridge 
rectifier). 
Fig. 4.29 shows case 4 in Table 4.3. With respect to case 1, the resonance frequency is 
increased from 40 kHz to 120 kHz. An increase of frequency leads to an increase of the coil 
resistances and to a decrease of the quality factors. From (4.34), this means a decrease of 
PLoad,max. The increase of RL2 leads, from (4.35), to an increase of RLoad,optP. The same as case 1, 
three operating points are provided by the linear and buck regulators, from d = 0.5 cm to 
d=1.5cm. The switching boost regulator presents no stable working point.  
 
Fig. 4.29 PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (case 4, bridge 
rectifier). 
Fig. 4.30 shows case 5 in Table 4.3. With respect to case 4, L2 increases from 1 mH to 10 























































specially at the largest distances. RL2 also increases and so does, from (4.35), RLoad,optP. With 
respect to case 2, the resonance frequency is increased from 40 kHz to 120 kHz, which leads to 
an increase of the coil resistances. As for the coil quality factors, QL1 decreases whereas QL2 
increases. Overall,  PLoad,max decreases. In this case, four operating points are found for the 
switching buck regulator, from d = 0.5 cm to d = 2 cm, whereas only two are found for the 
linear regulators, d = 1.5 cm and d = 2 cm. None is obtained for the switching boost regulator.  
 
 
Fig. 4.30 PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (case 5, bridge 
rectifier). 
Appendix C shows the graphs for the five cases in Table 4.3 for the half-wave rectifier. 
Similar arguments to that described before for the bridge rectifier can be derived. 
In order to obtain analytically the operating points (PLoad, RLoad) we combined (4.64), (4.70) 
and (4.79) with (4.18) and solve the resulting expression with the program MAPLE. Once 
calculated RLoad, Rr can be obtained from (4.19) and thus ηT from (4.91), where PL=90 mW and 
R1 is given by Table 4.3. 
As an illustrative example, Table 4.4 shows the calculated values of RLoad for case 2 (bridge 
rectifier) and for all the regulator types. Then, Rr, Pg and T were inferred from (4.19), (4.90) 
and (4.91). As can be seen and as previously shown graphically, the shunt regulator provides the 
minimum values of RLoad for all the distances, resulting in the maximum values of T, among the 
regulators. Contrariwise, the switching buck regulator provides the highest values of RLoad and 
thus the minimum values of T. On the other hand, power efficiencies decrease at increasing 
distances. At the shortest represented distance, i.e. 0.5 cm, large differences in T are found and 





























that ca. 0.3 W have to be sourced (Pg) when using a shunt regulator whereas a buck converter 
would require ca. 3.8 W.  At the largest distances, the values of Rr become very small compared 
to R1 for all the regulators. Thus, T also becomes very small and Pg needs to be very high. The 
power is mainly wasted at the transmitting network, which creates a power stress in the 
components. Current and voltages across L1 and C1 are also very high. For d = 3 cm, only the 
boost regulator works but with an efficiency of just 2.3 %. The results when using a battery are 
also shown. A battery voltage of 3 V, i.e. equal to VZ of the linear shunt regulator, was assumed. 
Then, results for RLoad, Rr and Pg are the same. However, significantly higher efficiencies are 
achieved, as stated in section 4.6.6, due to the absence of power losses at the regulator (ηreg = 1). 
The difference in efficiency between the shunt regulator and the battery is directly related to the 
power gathered by the battery. 
Table 4.4 Computed values of RLoad and related parameters for case 2 at different distances (Fig. 
4.27). 
d (cm) Regulator RLoad (Ω) Rr (Ω) Pg (W) ŋT (%) 
0.5 
Shunt 70.3 92 0.29 31 
Series 738 13 1.4 6.5 
S. Buck 51.8 k 0.21 3.8 2.3 
Battery 70.3 92 0.29 45 
1 
Shunt 39.3 29 0.8 11 
Series 687 3.4 2.7 3.3 
S. Buck 119 k 0.21 3.8 2.3 
Battery 39.3 29 0.78 30 
1.5 
Shunt 30.1 9.9 1.7 5.3 
Series 437 1.5 3.2 2.8 
S. Buck 342 0.22 3.8 2.3 
Battery 30.1 9.9 1.7 18 
2 
Shunt 33.4 3.1 2.8 3.2 
Series 256 0.80 3.5 2.5 
S. Buck 1.02 k 0.23 3.8 2.3 
Battery 33.4 3.1 2.8 10 
2.5 
Shunt 52.9 0.99 3.5 2.6 
Series 153 0.48 3.7 2.4 
S. Buck 320 0.26 3.8 2.3 
Battery 52.9 0.99 3.5 5.5 




In a practical implementation of the IPT system, a zener diode is placed across the input of 
the linear series and switching regulators in order to protect them from overvoltages. Fig. 4.31 
illustrates the resulting behavior in the operating points for case 2 and for a protection zener 
diode of 10 V. As can be seen, a new curve of PLoad corresponding to the protection zener diode 
is added. This curve is generated from (4.64) with Vz = 10 V. In fact, the protection diode acts as 
a shunt regulator. With reference to Fig. 4.27, the operating points that lie at the right side of the 
curve corresponding to the protection diode are not possible as the associated voltage Vreg is 
higher than 10 V. In those cases, the intersection of the curve of the protection diode with those 
corresponding to (4.18) fix the new operating points. In particular, for case 2, new operating 
points result for the linear series regulator from d = 0.5 cm to d = 1.5 cm and for the buck 
regulator from d = 0.5 cm to d = 2 cm. The new operating points of RLoad in Fig. 4.31 are lower 
with respect to that obtained in Fig. 4.27. Thus, for these operating points higher values of T 
will result.  
  
Fig. 4.31 PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (case 2) of Fig. 4.27 
with a zener diode as a voltage regulator protector. 
Table 4.5 shows the new operating points in Fig. 4.31 with respect to Fig. 4.27. The 
reduction in the value of RLoad implies an increase of Rr and ηT and a decrease of Pg compared to 







































Table 4.5 New Computed values of RLoad and associated parameters for case 2 with a zener 
protection diode of 10 V. 
d (cm) Regulator RLoad (Ω) Rr (Ω) Pg (W) ŋT (%) 
0.5 
Series 








139.7 3.99 2.5 0.035 
S. Buck 
2 S.Buck 487.7 0.452 3.6 0.024 
 
Table 4.6 provides the values of ηT for the shunt regulator (left) and for the battery (right) 
for the five cases proposed in Table 4.3 and for the bridge rectifier. As previously shown, shunt 
regulators offer the highest overall efficiencies among the different types of regulators. In 
addition, the use of a rechargeable battery, whenever can be used, offers an improvement on the 
overall efficiency. As can be seen, case 2 can operate at all the distances and offers a relative 
high value of ηT at short distances. Case 3 provides the highest value of ηT at d = 0.5 cm but 
only two operating points, d = 0.5 cm and d = 1 cm, are possible. Case 5 provides relative high 
efficiencies at long distances but operation at short distances is not possible.  
 
Table 4.6 Computed values of ηT for the shunt regulator (left) and the battery (right) at different 
distances (bridge rectifier). 
d (cm) Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
0.5 13 / 52 31 / 45 46 / 51 35 / 48 X 
1 5.5 / 33 11 / 30 22 / 27 16 / 30 X 
1.5 3.1 / 16 5.3 / 18 X 9.1 / 13 16 / 19 
2 X 3.2 / 10 X X 9.9 / 10 
2.5 X 2.6 / 4.9 X X X 
 
Table 4.7 shows the computed values of ηT for the half-wave rectifier. At short distances, 
except for case 1, is not possible to operate. Case 5 offers no operating points. Efficiencies of 





Table 4.7 Computed values of ηT for the shunt regulator (left) and the battery (right) at different 
distances (half-wave rectifier). 
d (cm) Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
0.5 20 / 45 X X X X 
1 7.8 / 29 14 / 20 38 / 40 21 / 26 X 
1.5 3.4 / 14 6.2 / 12 25 / 25 12 / 15 X 
2 2.7 / 7.9 3.6 / 6.7 X X X 
2.5 2.4 / 2.4 2.8 / 3.9 X X X 
 
4.8 Experimental Results 
We performed two main experiments: a) the verification of the operating points for case 2 
when using the bridge rectifier and b) the calculation of the overall efficiencies when using a 
shunt regulator or a battery for the cases 3 and 5 (in addition to case 2), which provide the 
highest efficiencies according to Table 4.6 and Table 4.7.  
The mechanical setup presented in Fig. 3.16 was used to fix the distance between the 
primary and the secondary networks. The circuit of Fig. 4.11 was used for the primary network 
whereas the circuit of Fig. 4.12 was used for the secondary network. For the rectifiers we used 
the BAT47 model for the shottky diodes. As for the regulators, we used the following 
commercial devices in order to achieve a supply voltage (VL) of 3 V: TL431 (shunt regulator), 
LP2980 (series regulator), LTC1877 (switching buck regulator) and MAX1795 (switching boost 
regulator). A protection zener diode of 10 V was placed across the linear series and switching 
regulators. The supply voltage of 3 V is suitable for most autonomous sensors that include a 
generic microcontroller and a low-cost transceiver that operates in the free-ISM band. Power 
consumption in autonomous sensors is dominated by that of the transceiver, with the exception 
of those that use power hungry sensors. So, a load RL of 100  was used to emulate a current 
consumption of 30 mA, which is a typical value for transceivers sending or receiving data. 
The procedure to work at the resonance frequency was the following: first, the frequency of 
the power source was adjusted to the resonant frequency of the primary resonant tank by 
measuring the voltage drop (measured with a floating oscilloscope) of a resistance inserted 
between the resonant tank and the MOSFETs of the primary network. In this case, the 
secondary network was not present and the resonant frequency matched with the maximum in 
the voltage drop. Then, the secondary network was placed at a distance higher than the 
computed as dc in Fig. 4.5 (see Appendix B) and was tuned by adjusting a capacitor trimmer 
(100 pF), placed in parallel with C2, in order to achieve a maximum voltage drop in RLoad. 
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As for the verification of the operating points for case 2 when using the bridge rectifier, we 
used the commercial coils from Fastron with the values 1mH for L1 and 10 mH for L2. In order 
to operate around 40 kHz, we selected capacitors of nominal values C1=15 nF and C2 = 1.5 nF. 
Experimental values of Rr were inferred from the measurement of the current through the 
primary resonant tank. A Hall effect current probe (TEKTRONIX TCPA 300) connected to an 
oscilloscope was used. Table 4.8 shows the results obtained for Rr. The rest of parameters were 
computed from Rr. Distances higher than 1.5 cm were not tested as Pg increases too much and 
lead to an excessive power stress in the components of the primary network. Resulting 
efficiencies mainly agree with the corresponding computed values of Table 4.4 for the shunt 
regulator and of Table 4.5 for the series and buck regulators. 
 
Table 4.8 Experimental values of Rr and associated parameters for the three types of regulators at 
different distances. 
d (cm) Regulator RLoad (Ω) Rr (Ω) Pg (W) ŋT (%) 
0.5 
Shunt 82 84 0.3 28 
Series 233 38 0.6 14 
S. Buck 235 38 0.6 14 
1 
Shunt 56 25 0.9 9.9 
Series 160 12 1.5 6.0 
S. Buck 158 12 1.5 6.1 
1.5 
Shunt 46 8.1 1.9 4.8 
Series 153 3.7 2.6 3.5 
S. Buck 159 3.6 2.6 3.4 
 
As for the calculation of the overall efficiencies, we performed tests with the shunt 
regulator for cases 2, 3 and 5. We used capacitors of nominal values C1 = 1.5 nF and C2 = 15 nF 
for case 3, and C1 = 1.66 nF and C2 = 164 pF for case 5. In case 5 we used combination of 
capacitors. Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 show the results obtained with the bridge and half-wave 
rectifiers, respectively. The shunt regulator was also used to emulate a battery of 3 V. In this 
case, apart from estimating the value of Rr from the measurement of current in the primary 
resonant tank, we also measured the current entering the shunt regulator and the load (Ireg) in 
order to estimate T. The results mainly agree with the respective computed values of Table 4.6 
and Table 4.7. When using a bridge rectifier, case 3 offers the highest efficiencies at d = 0.5 cm 
and 1 cm whereas case 5 is the best alternative for d = 1.5 cm and 2 cm. As for the half-wave 




Table 4.9  Experimental values of ηT for the shunt regulator (left) and the battery (right) at different 
distances and for cases 2, 3, and 5. (Bridge rectifier). 
d (cm) / ηT Case 2 Case 3 Case 5 
0.5 28 / 45 51 / 59 X 
1 10 / 27 22 / 31 X 
1.5 3.7 / 16 X 21 / 21 
2 X X 10 / 10 
 
Table 4.10 Experimental values of ηT for the shunt regulator (left) and the battery (right) at different 
distances and for cases 2, 3, and 5. (Half-wave rectifier). 
d (cm) / ηT Case 2 Case 3 Case 5 
0.5 X X X 
1 14 / 20 41 / 44 X 
1.5 3.5 / 8.8 27 / 32 X 
2 X X X 
 
Finally, RL was substituted by the autonomous sensor presented in section 4.6.1. Fig. 4.32 
shows the experimental setup with the autonomous sensor (top board) that includes the 
occupancy and belt detectors. Another ETRX-2 device was connected to the USB port of a PC 
in order to receive and process the transmitted data. As shown in Appendix B, the autonomous 
sensor transmitted correctly the data up to a distance of 2.5 cm. 
 
Fig. 4.32 Experimental setup with the autonomous sensor (top board) that includes the occupancy 
and belt detectors. 
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Chapter 5 Evaluation of Different Coil Types and Effect of 
Metallic Structures 
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we used commercial ferrite-core coils for the computations and 
experimental results. Here, we extend those results by using other coils types, both with ferrite- 
and air-cores. In addition, the effect of metallic structures will be assessed. The presence of 
metallic or other conductive objects and structures near the coils can induce eddy currents and 
thus power losses. Thus, metallic objects must be conveniently kept away, whenever the 
application allows it, such that the magnetic field does not penetrate the metal. When this 
solution is not allowed, other alternatives should be used. In [86], a low-frequency (50 Hz) 
system was proposed for power and data transmission through metal walls present in tanks or 
pipes. Other works get rid of eddy currents by inserting highly permeable materials between the 
coils and the metallic objects [87]. Magnetic-core coils can thus be suitable in order to avoid 
eddy currents. 
5.1 Effects of Metallic Structures 
Metallic materials such as steel are commonly used in the construction of the chassis and body 
panels of vehicles. As a result, eddy currents can appear in the vicinity of the coils. This effect 
can be modeled by an additional coupled electric circuit, as shown in Fig. 5.1. As can be seen, 
the equivalent three-port network is an extension of the two-port network shown in Fig. 2.9 with 
the resistances of the coils added. The added network is a closed loop containing an inductance 
L3 and a resistance RL3. 
 
Fig. 5.1 Three-port network used to model the presence of metallic objects in the vicinity of the 
coils. 
Current I3 in Fig. 5.1 is a function of I1 and I2. Thus, the system can be reduced to an 
equivalent two-port circuit, as shown in Fig. 5.2, with equivalent values of resistance, self-
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(5.1)
With respect to the original two-port network, the values of the new resistances increase 
whereas the values of the new self-inductances decrease. The resulting mutual inductance is now 
a complex quantity. 
5.2 Selection of Coils 
In chapters 3 and 4, commercial ferrite-core coils from Fastron were used. In this chapter, 
two other types of coils were additionally tested: 1) coils using an ETD-39 core and 2) air-core 
coils. Fig. 5.3 shows the three types of coils. From left to right we find the commercial Fastron 
coil, the air-core coil, and the ETD-core coil. Fastron coil uses a rod-type ferrite core. The ETD- 
and air-core coils were manually wound using a wire with a cross-section diameter of 0.2 mm. 
In the ETD-core coil wire was wound around the center post. Table 5.1 provides some 
parameters of the three coils. As can be seen, a similar coil value to that of the Fastron coil (1 
mH) was sought for the remaining two coil types. As a result, we had to use a much larger 
diameter for the air-core type coil with a resulting DC resistance higher than that of the other 
types. Further, the use of a larger coil is detrimental for the intended application as more space 






Fig. 5.3 Three different coil types. From left to right: Fastron commercial coil, air-core coil, ETD 
ferrite-core coil. 













Fastron 0.6 - 1.03 1180 1.1 
ETD 1.22 132 0.91 1474 2.5 
Air 6.5 106 1.16 325 12.2 
 
Using the same procedure described in sections 3.4 and 4.4, coil resistances were measured. 
Fig. 5.4 shows the resistances of the three coils. As can be seen, resistance values increase for 
increasing frequencies. This increase is due to the skin and proximity effects and, for the 
magnetic-core coils, also to the core losses. The relative increase of the Fastron coil at high 
frequencies is more pronounced that for the other two coils. 
 
Fig. 5.4 Measured resistances of the coils 
 
                                                     































Then, quality factors for the different coils were estimated. Fig. 5.5 shows the resulting 
values for the tested frequencies. As can be seen, ferrite-core coils offer the highest quality 
factors. At the highest tested frequency, around 120 kHz, the quality factor of the Fastron coil 
decreased and approached to that of the air-core coil.  
 
 
Fig. 5.5 Estimated quality factors of the coils. 
 
A major influence of the metallic structures is expected on the air-core coils whereas minor 
effects are expected for the magnetic-core coils, in special for the ETD-core type. In order to 
numerically assess these effects, the COMSOL software introduced in section 2.8 was employed.  
Fig. 5.6 shows the axisymmetric models for the three types of coils presented here, where 
distance between coils (d) is marked. Sizes of the coils (coils 1 and 2) were in accordance with 
those presented in Table 5.1. The coil cores were defined as ferrite (α-Fe) or air (blank) whereas 
the coil winding wire was defined as cupper (Cu). A relative permeability (µr) of 2000 was used 
for the ferrite. A metallic plate (0.8 mm thick, 15 cm long) was placed below coil 1. The 






























Fig. 5.6 Cross-sectional plot of a pair of coils magnetically coupled in the vicinity of a metal plate 
using axial axysimmetry with COMSOL Multiphysics. (a) Pair of Fastron coils. (b) Pair of ETD-core 











Fig. 5.7 shows the modulus of the magnetic field (B) resulting from a generated current 
(0.725 A) in coil 1 for the case of the air-core coils without (a) and with (b) the metallic plate 
placed at a distance of 1 cm below coil 1. As can be seen, the distribution of the field is greatly 
affected by the presence of the metallic plate. This will lead to an increase of the resistances 
values and to a decrease of the coil values in the circuit model of Fig. 5.2. Simulations were 
performed at a frequency of 120 kHz. 
 
Fig. 5.7 Simulation of the magnetic field normalized resulting from a generated current in coil 1 of 








The distribution of the magnetic field was unaffected by the presence of the metallic plate 
when using ferrite-cores, as the magnetic flux is more constrained to the magnetic cores.  
 
Fig. 5.8 Simulation of the magnetic field normalized resulting from a generated current in coil 1 of 











Fig. 5.9 shows simulated values of the self-inductance of the different coil types under the 
influence of the metallic plate placed at several distances below coil 1 and without the presence 
of coil 2 in Fig. 5.6. As can be seen, the air-core coil suffers a large decrease at short plate 
distances. On the other hand, the ETD-core coil is again unaffected by the metallic plate.  
 
Fig. 5.9 Simulated self-inductance of the different coil types under the influence of a metallic plate 
placed at several distances. 
Contrariwise, the effect of the coupled coil on the self-inductance is higher for ferrite-core 
coils. The same as Fig. 3.15, we measured with a handheld LCR meter the self-inductance of a 
coil when approaching a second open-circuit coil. Fig. 5.10 shows measured values of the self-
inductances when the coupled coil is at a distance d. The ETD-core coil suffers the largest 
increase whereas the air-core coil is unaffected. 
 
Fig. 5.10 Measured self-inductance of the different coil types under the influence of a coupled coil 
of the same type placed at several distances. 
Fig. 5.11 presents the simulation results of k (absolute value) versus d without (in black) and 






















































without the metallic plate, the ETD-core coil achieves a higher k than the Fastron coil at all 
distances. At zero distance, the ETD-core coil achieves an ideal k of 1. On the other hand, the 
air-core coil achieves a higher k than the Fastron coil at all distances and than the ETD-core coil 
at distances higher than ca. 1 cm, thanks to its larger winding diameter. As for the results with 
the metallic plate, again the highest influence (decrease of k) is on the air-core coil and the lowest 
on the ETD-core coil. 
 
Fig. 5.11 Simulation of the evolution of k over d for the different coil types without (in black) and 
with (in grey/red) the metallic plate placed 1 cm below coil1. 
 
5.3 IPT 
This section extends the work presented in Chapter 4 by adding the results of the new coil 
types and assessing the effects of metallic objects. An increase of the coil resistance values in 
Fig. 5.2 lead, from (4.26) and (4.34), to a decrease of the maximum transferred power. Quality 
factors Q1 and Q2 will also decrease and thus dc. In addition, the decrease of the self-inductance 
values will change the resonant frequencies and detune the primary and secondary networks, 
which, in general, will also reduce the transferred power. This power decrease effect is shown in 
[90] and in Appendix B for a change of the capacitor values of the resonant networks. On the 
other hand, based on the results obtained in Fig. 5.11, the ETD-core coil achieves a higher k than 
the Fastron coil at all distances, which will lead, as mentioned in Chapter 4, to a higher dmax and 
dc.  
Experimental tests were carried out with the three types of coils and with and without a 
metallic plate. The mechanical setup presented in Fig. 3.16 was used to fix the distance between 
the primary and secondary networks, which were implemented in two separate PCB boards. The 

























was adjusted manually. For the experiments, we used the SS topology. The circuit of Fig. 4.11 
was used for the primary network. In this case, we used the MOSFETs BS108 (ON 
Semiconductor) for the primary network with a calculated Ron of 4 Ω. As for the secondary 
network, we used, for the sake of simplicity, the circuit shown in Fig. 4.4 with RLoad = 100 Ω. 
This value is within the range of limiting values of RLoad found in 4.7 when using the bridge 
rectifier. 
Appropriate capacitors values (C1 and C2) were used for the three types of coils. First, the 
frequency of the class D amplifier was tuned to the primary resonant tank. Then, the resonant 
frequency of the secondary tank was finely tuned by using a capacitor trimmer placed in parallel 
with C2, using the same technique mentioned in section 4.8. Resonant frequency was around 
120 kHz. Table 5.2 shows the values of the coil resistances at the resonance frequency, which 
were previously shown in Fig. 5.4. For both ETD-core coils we used a winding wire with a 
cross-section diameter of 0.2 mm. As for the air-core coils, we used a winding wire with a 
cross-section diameter of 0.4 mm for the primary coil and of 0.2 mm for the secondary coil. 
This resulted in a lower coil resistance value for the primary coil. 
Table 5.2 Measured resistances of the selected coils at ca. 120 kHz. 
Coil Parameter Value 
Fastron RL1, RL2 22 Ω 
ETD RL1, RL2 16 Ω 
Air Coil RL1, RL2 23 Ω, 28 Ω 
Load power (PLoad) was measured at different distances between the coils for each coil type 
without (in black) and with (in grey/red) a metallic plate (40 cm long, 30 cm width, 0.8mm 
thick) placed at a distance of 1 cm from the bottom (primary) coil. Power was estimated by 
measuring the voltage drop across RLoad with a floating oscilloscope. 
Fig. 5.12 shows the results. As for the results without the metallic plate (solid lines, in 
black), air-core coils presented the highest dc, which agrees with the conclusion drawn from Fig. 
5.11. However when referred to its coil diameter, ferrite-core coils overperform air-core coils. 
On the other hand, ETD-core coils provided the highest PLoad,max, due to their lower coil 
resistances (Table 5.2). Fig. 5.12 also shows a straight line corresponding to PLoad,req, which was 
chosen of 116 mW. This value is within the range of values found for PLoad in section 4.7 for the 
limiting values of RLoad . As can be seen, the resulting values of dmax were slightly higher than 
1.5 cm and 3 cm for the Fastron and ETD-core coils, respectively. This highlights the benefits 
of using an ETD-core. For the air-core coils dmax was far larger than 3.5 cm, thanks to their 
much larger winding diameter. As for the effect of the metallic plate, a large power decrease 
was observed for the air-core coils, not being possible to reach PLoad,req. This large power 
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decrease was due to the generated eddy currents in the metal plate, which waste some of the 
transferred power to the load and change the self-inductance of the coils, detuning the primary 
and secondary networks. No significant effects were observed with the ferrite-core coils. 
 
Fig. 5.12 PLoad vs distance (d) for the different coil types with RLoad=100 Ω. Results without (in 
black) and with (in grey/red) a metallic plate placed 1 cm below the bottom (primary) coil. 
In the case of the air-core coils, in order to reduce the effects of the metallic plate, we 
retuned the frequency of the class D amplifier in order to cope with the inductance change of the 
primary coil. The capacitor trimmer in parallel with C2 was also readjusted. The results are 
shown Fig. 5.13 (Air with Plate Tuned) together with the previous results shown in Fig. 5.12 for 
the air-core coils.  As can be seen, the effects of the metallic plate over the IPT system are 
partially mitigated. Some effects still remain as the increase of the coil resistances, specially of 
RL1, which according to (4.26), reduces the value of PLoad,max. 
 
Fig. 5.13 PLoad vs distance (d) for different scenarios with the air core coils. The plate is placed 1 cm 


















Air with Plate Tuned
1 mH - 1mH @ 110 kHz
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5.4 Passive Detection 
This section extends the work presented in Chapter 3 by adding the results of the new coil 
types and assessing the effects of metallic objects. The same mechanical and measurement 
setups described in section 3.5 were used.  
Fig. 5.14 shows the results of Rin for the ETD-core coils at d = 0.5 cm. The four captured 
data of Rin corresponding to the four cases mentioned in section 3.3 are superposed. The same as 
in Fig. 3.17 with the Fastron coils, the respective resonant frequencies can be clearly 
distinguished. As can be seen from Fig. 5.5, the value of QL2 around 40 kHz is similar in both 
cases and thus, from (3.32), the value of QT and the frequency selectivity. On the other hand, the 
maximum values were higher than in Fig. 3.17 because of the larger value of k.  
 
Fig. 5.14 Rin for the four different cases of the seat detectors at d=0.5 cm with ETD core coils. 
 
Fig. 5.15 shows the results of Rin for the air-core coils at d = 0.5 cm. Now, the frequency 
selectivity is worse, which is due to the lower value of QL2 (see  Fig. 5.5) and thus of QT.  Even 
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Fig. 5.15 Rin for the four different states of the seat sensors at d=0.5 cm with air core coils. 
 
Fig. 5.16 shows the measured values for Rin for case 4 at six different values of d (0.5 cm, 1 
cm, 1.5 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm, 4 cm) using the ETD-core coils. As can be seen, Rin,max decreases for 
increasing distances. On the other hand, the same as in Fig. 3.18 for the Fastron coils, the 
resonant frequency decreases for the shortest distances. This effect is due to the increase of the 





Fig. 5.16 Rin for case 4 at different distances between the coils using ETD coils. 
 
Fig. 5.17 shows the measured values for Rin for case 4 using air core coils. Again, Rin,max 
decreases for increasing distances. However, now there is no change on the resonant frequency 
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Fig. 5.17 Rin for case 4 at different distances between the coils using air-core coils. 
 
The effects of the metallic objects were only assessed for the air-core coils as no significant 
effect is previewed for the magnetic-core coils. Fig. 5.18 shows the captured values of Rin for 
d=7.5cm and for the four cases with the impedance analyzer adjusted for maximum accuracy 
(BW = 5). Once again, captured data are superposed. The black and grey/red curves respectively 
correspond to the cases without and with the metallic plate placed 1 cm below the bottom 
(primary) coil. The metallic plate will mainly affect the primary coil by increasing its resistance 
and decreasing its self-inductance, as stated by (5.1). This explains, from (3.13), the higher base 
value of Rin and lower relative increase of the curves with the metallic plate against those 
without the metallic plate. Still, all four cases are detectable with and without the metallic plate. 
 
 
Fig. 5.18 Rin for case 4 with d=7.5 cm between the air-core coils with (grey/red) and without (black) 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 
This thesis proposes the use of inductive links for one application in vehicles where wiring 
the detectors to an electronic control unit (ECU) can become unpractical or unfeasible. The 
selected application is occupancy and belt detection in removable vehicle seats. Two 
alternatives have been considered: 1) passive sensing from a readout coil and 2) remote power 
transmission to the sensing unit and subsequent data transmission by a wireless transceiver. In 
both cases, we consider a pair of aligned coils placed respectively in the chassis floor and at the 
bottom of the removable seat. The topic has been introduced in chapter 1. 
In chapter 2, the physical principles of magnetic induction have been introduced. The 
fundamental laws of electromagnetism have been reviewed and the relevant parameters 
involved in the scope of the thesis, such as the self-inductance of coils and the mutual 
inductance and coupling factor between coils, have been presented. Finite element modeling of 
coils has been presented as a means to numerically obtain the relevant parameters in cases 
where an analytical solution is not feasible. In order to calculate values of coil self-inductances  
and of mutual inductances and coupling factors between coils. We also show a summary of the 
guidelines from the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 
in order to limit human exposure to time-varying Electromagnetic fields (EMF) with the aim of 
preventing adverse health effects. 
In chapter 3, we have provided a comprehensive analysis for monitoring switch-type 
sensors that form part of an LC resonant circuit from a magnetically coupled readout circuit. 
This type of sensors can be roughly modeled as switches and mainly present two states: closed 
and open. Each sensor is placed in series with a capacitor and then all sensor branches are 
placed in parallel and wired to a coil, forming a resonant network. The state of the sensors is 
attained by first measuring the input resistance of a readout coil and then estimating its resonant 
frequency. A high peak value of the measured resistance of the readout coil facilitates an 
accurate determination of the resonant frequency. The peak resistance value at the resonant 
frequency increases with increasing values of the coupling factor and with the quality factors of 
the readout coil and of the resonant LC network. It is shown that the equivalent sensor 
capacitance of the resonant network is equal to the addition of all the associated capacitances of 
the closed sensors. The equivalent sensor resistance is a weighted sum of the individual 
resistances of each closed sensor. A compact expression for the overall quality factor of the 
resonant circuit has also been deduced. The overall value depends on the contribution of the coil 
quality factor and the quality factors corresponding to the closed sensor branches. Sensors with 
a relative high resistance can present low quality factors, adversely affecting the value of the 
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overall quality factor. However, by associating those sensors with the lowest valued capacitors 
among those selected, their detrimental influence can be minimized.  
Subsequently we have particularized the analysis for the commercial seat detectors, which 
can be modeled as switch-type sensors. Attending to the states (open or closed) of the related 
occupancy sensor and belt buckle switch, four different resonant frequencies result. Working 
frequencies has been restricted to tens of kilohertz in order to avoid the inductive effects of the 
occupancy sensor and to ease an upcoming design of the electronic circuitry for the 
measurement of the real part of the impedance. Because the application is space-constrained, 
small-size coils were required. Magnetic-core coils have been considered in order to achieve 
high coil quality and coupling factors at frequencies of tens of kilohertz. Commercial coils of 1 
mH from Fastron have been selected. A mechanical setup has been fabricated to fix the distance 
between the coils. Experimental tests have been carried out connecting an impedance analyzer 
to the readout coil and the commercial seat detectors to the resonant network. Results show that 
four resonant frequencies can be clearly distinguished, corresponding to the four possible states, 
up to distances of 3 cm. The peak resistance value decreases with increasing distances because 
of the lower coupling factor. The instrument uncertainty can also limit the accurate location of 
the resonant frequency and thus limit the maximum detection distance. On the other hand, the 
quality factor of the resonant circuit has been estimated. The cases where the occupancy sensor 
is closed present a reduced quality factor, which is due to the relative high value of its parasitic 
resistance in comparison with that of the belt buckle switch. Even so, the selection of the lowest 
capacitor value for the occupancy sensor partially mitigates this effect. 
In chapter 4, the feasibility of using IPT for autonomous sensors and in particular for belt 
and occupancy detection in removable vehicle seats has been explored. The final aim has been 
to maximize the power efficiency and the powering distance range between the coupled pair of 
coils in order to relax the mechanical constraints. We have considered a power demand of the 
autonomous sensor of around 100 mW, which is the typical power consumption of radio-
frequency (RF) transceivers used in them. As a means to transfer power at “mid-range” 
distances (higher than the radius of the coils), two loosely coupled coils tuned in resonance have 
been considered. The selected application was considered to be space-constrained, so that small-
size coils had to be used. Autonomous sensors require a DC voltage supply. So, the use of a 
rectifier and voltage regulation stages has been considered. A comprehensive analysis of the 
impact on the system efficiency of different voltage regulators has been provided and the best 
regulator type determined. Both analytical derivations and experimental results have been 
provided. 
As for the resonant tanks, both series and parallel compensation capacitors have been 
considered. Parallel compensation at the transmitting (primary) network shows a dependence on 
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both the load to be powered and the distance between the coils, which can be tricky for the 
tuning process. So, its use for this thesis has been discarded. As for the receiving (secondary) 
network, parallel compensation also shows a dependence on the load. So, series compensation 
both for the primary and secondary networks (ie., SS topology) has been mainly considered 
here. To drive the transmitting resonant network, a commercial class D amplifier was used. A 
rather low frequency of operation (< 150kHz) was selected for two reasons: 1) to better comply 
with the reference levels for general public exposure to time-varying electric and magnetic 
fields, and 2) to reduce the circuit complexity and power losses of the power amplifier. 
Commercial (from Fastron) ferrite-core coils have been selected against air-core coils as they 
lead to higher coupling and quality factors. The first value of each decade provided by the 
manufacturer was selected, i.e. 10 µH, 100 µH, 1 mH, and 10 mH. Then, their coil resistances 
and quality factors have been measured from 1 kHz to 150 kHz. Resistance values increase with 
frequency, which is due to the joint combination of skin and proximity effects and the losses of 
the ferrite. Their quality factors increase steeply at low frequencies. A maximum has been 
achieved around 40 kHz for 100 µH and 1 mH. For the other two coils, 10 µH and 10 mH, the 
maximum value has been achieved at the highest tested frequency, approximately 120 kHz. On 
the other hand, the achieved maximum value at a given frequency increased with an increase of 
the coil value. Thus, the highest two coil values, 1 mH and 10 mH, have been selected for the 
primary and secondary coils of the SS topology. 
A rectifier and some kind of voltage regulation are required in the secondary network when 
its load is an autonomous sensor, which requires a fixed DC voltage supply. Two different 
rectifiers have been considered: bridge and half-wave. Four types of voltage regulators have 
been analyzed, such as linear shunt and series regulators, and buck and boost switching 
converters. Here, their impact on the system power efficiency had been assessed. Through 
computations and experimental results, we have demonstrated that the shunt regulator provides 
the maximum overall efficiency. On the other hand, switching regulators can lead to an unstable 
behavior, which here mainly affects the boost converter.  
Computations have been carried out for the different combinations of coils and two 
resonant frequencies: 40 kHz and 120 kHz. An equivalent load of 100  has been used for the 
autonomous sensor. Five cases have been computed for both current-driven bridge and half-
wave rectifiers. Computed graphs show that, in all the cases, the operating points for the shunt 
regulator always lead to a lower equivalent load resistance (RLoad) and, thus, to a higher power 
efficiency. In addition, the use of rechargeable batteries instead of the regulators have been 
considered. Batteries behave as shunt regulators but with the advantage of gathering the surplus 
in the provided energy to the autonomous sensor, otherwise wasted in the regulator. Thus, 
higher efficiencies are achieved with batteries with respect to using shunt regulators. Special 
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attention must be paid, though, to the regulations that affect the disposal of batteries. 
Experimental tests have been carried out using a mechanical setup to fix the distance between 
the coils. Experimental results mainly agree with computed results. Achieved power efficiencies 
were around 40 %, 25 %, and 10 % for coil distances of 1 cm, 1.5 cm, and 2 cm, respectively, 
which is remarkable considering the inner diameter of the coils,  0.6 cm. Experimental tests also 
showed that the autonomous sensor, which included the seat detectors and a wireless 
transceiver, was properly powered up to coil distances of 2.5 cm. The data about the state of the 
sensors were wirelessly transmitted to a base unit. 
In chapter 5, the work of chapter 3 and 4 have been extended in order to assess different 
types of coils and analyze the effect of metallic structures. Three different coil types, two with 
ferrite-core and one with an air-core, were used. Numerical results show that ferrite-core coils, 
in especial that with an ETD-core, are less affected by the presence of metallic structures. 
Experimental results show that the air-core coils provided the maximum powering distance 
thanks to its much larger winding diameter, 6.5 cm. However, when approaching a metallic 
plate, the transferred power with the air-core coils to the load was insufficient for the intended 
application. On the other hand, ferrite-core coils barely noticed the presence of the metallic 
plate, achieving the ETD-core coils the highest powering distance, around 3 cm. As for the 
passive detection, the presence of a metallic plate below the primary air-core coil slightly 
affected the measured resistance values but detection of the four possible states of the seat 
detectors was still possible. A distance of 7.5 cm between the coils has been successfully tested 
when using the air-core coils. 
Several appendices have been added. Appendix A shows the calculation of the 
measurement uncertainty of the impedance analyzer used for the experimental tests in Chapter 
3. Appendix B, C, and D add new results to that of Chapter 4. In appendix B, the load power is 
obtained, both with computations and with experimental tests, with respect to the distance 
between the coils when using a fixed resistance for the load. In appendix C, related with section 
4.7, new graphs for the SS topology with the half-wave rectifier are presented. In appendix D, 
detailed results of the efficiencies defined in section 4.6.5 are shown. Finally, appendix E assess 
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Appendix A Measurement Uncertainty 
This appendix shows how we calculated the parameter E in section 3.5 from the 
manufacturer specifications. The impedance analyzer allows the measurement of a two-
parameters model, i.e. an inductance in series with a resistance (Rs). The uncertainty specified 
for the resistance measurements is  
%  (A.1)
for Qx > 10, where 
1
 (A.2)
being R and X the real and imaginary parts of the tested impedance. 
E is given by. 
| |
| | 100 (A.3)




where EPL, YoL and ZSL are zero in our case. 
The measurements are fulfilled with a voltage oscillator of Vosc = 500mV, frequency under 














Yo, Ep, Zs are calculated using Table A.1, resulting in Y0 = 2.5 ns, Ep = 0.075 % and 
Zs=2.5mΩ. 
 
Table A.1 Yo, Ep, Zs in function of the frequency and the setup of the impedance analyzer [65]. 
 




Appendix B PLoad versus distance. Computations and 
Experimental Results 
B.1 Computations 
Computations of (4.18) were carried out in order to obtain PLoad versus distance for two 
topologies (SS and SP) and for two resonant frequencies (40 kHz and 120 kHz). For both 
topologies we considered the bridge rectifier of Fig. 4.15. We used 1 mH and 10 mH for the 
coils of the series resonant networks, whereas 10 μH and 100 μH were used for the parallel 
networks. 
The circuit schematic of the primary network is shown in Fig. 4.11. For the experimental 
setup, the model BS108 (ON Semiconductor) was used for the MOSFETs. The MOSFET 
manufacturer specifies an ON resistance (RON) of 8  (@ VGS = 2.8 V). In our case, we 
measured a lower value, around 4 , due to the resulting higher value of VGS. In order to keep 
the power dissipation across the MOSFET within the safe limit recommended by the 
manufacturer (350 mW), the overall resistance of the primary network, R1+Rr, needs to be 
higher than 18 . For this purpose, we added a resistance (Rp) in series with the L1C1 resonant 
tank. Thus, Rs = RON+Rp in Fig. 4.4. As R1 = Rs+RL1, the appropriate value of Rp will depend on 
the value of RL1, which depends on the selected coil and resonance frequency. 
Table B.1 shows the parameters values used for the computations of (4.18). The values of k 
were taken from the simulations of the ferrite-core coil presented in Fig. 3.14 and were used to 
calculate Rr from (4.19); resistance values of the coils were taken from Fig. 4.9; ; R1 was found 
as the addition of RON, Rp and RL1; and Rp was conveniently selected to accomplish with the safe 
limit recommended by the MOSFET manufacturer.  
Table B.1 Values of the parameters used for computations. 
Parameter Values 
V1,rms 5.4 V 
RGS,ON, RL 4 , 90 Ω 
k @ d=0.5, 1, 1.5 cm 0.126, 0.061, 0.033 
fr 40 kHz 120 kHz
Coil Inductance and 
Resistance 
10 µH 0.21 Ω 0.52 Ω 
100 µH 0.84 Ω 3.4 Ω 
1 mH 6.45 Ω 22 Ω 
10 mH 44 Ω 117 Ω 
Rp L1=1 mH 10 Ω 0 Ω 
L1=10 mH 0 Ω 0 Ω 
122 
 
As for the secondary network, we assumed a supply voltage, VL, of 3 V set by a linear 
voltage regulator and RL = 90 . So,  PL = 100 mW results. From section 4.6.3.2, the minimum 
required power will be given at Vreg = VL, being PLoad,req  126 mW. From, (4.54), assuming 
Vreg=VL, RLoad  90  for a SS topology series resonant tank. From [54], for the SP topology 






which, for Vreg = VL, results in RLoad  57 . 
Fig. B.1 shows the results for the SS topology at a resonant frequency of 40 kHz. In the 
legend, the sequence L1/L2 was adopted. PLoad,req, is marked with a straight line. As can be seen, 
PLoad,max decreases when increasing L2 from 1 mH to 10 mH due to the higher value of RL2. From 
(4.21), this leads to a lower value of 2 and, thus, from (4.26), to a lower value of PLoad,max. On 
the other hand, dc increases due to the higher values of QL2 (see Fig. 4.10) and QLoad and, thus, 
from (4.31), of Q2. An increase of L1 produces a similar behavior. Now, RL1 increases which, 
from (4.26), reduces PLoad,max. The decrease of PLoad,max is much more pronounced when 
increasing L1 than when increasing L2. At the same time, QL1 and QS increase and, thus, from 
(4.28), Q1, hence increasing dc. Overall, the curve that leads to a higher dmax at 40 kHz is that 
corresponding to L1 = 1 mH and L2 = 10 mH, achieving a value of ca. 1.7 cm. 
 
Fig. B.1 Computations of PLoad vs d for the SS topology and different combinations of inductances 
at 40 kHz. 
Fig. B.2 shows the same cases of Fig. B.1 but for a resonance frequency of 120 kHz. An 
increase of frequency leads to an increase of the coil resistances. This leads both to an increase 
of R1 and to a decrease of 2 and, thus, from (4.26), to a decrease of PLoad,max. On the other hand, 

























but increase for the 10 mH coils (see Fig. 4.10). The net result is an increase of dc in all the 
cases. Even so, the only curve that surpass PLoad,req (L1 = L2 = 1 mH) achieves a lower dmax than 
the best curve of Fig. B.1. 
 
Fig. B.2 Computations of PLoad vs d for the SS topology and different combinations of inductances 
at 120 kHz. 
 
Fig. B.3 and Fig. B.4 show PLoad for the resonant frequencies of 40 kHz and 120 kHz, 
respectively, when using the SP topology for the case where (4.12) and (4.13) are accomplished 
and with C2 that of (4.42). In Fig. B.4, we only represented the results with L2 = 10 µH, as 
(4.43) was not accomplished for L2 = 100 µH. As can be seen, the achieved maximum distance 
is lower than that achieved with the SS topology. This is due to the lower quality factors of the 
























Fig. B.3 Computations of PLoad vs d for the SP topology and different combinations of inductances 
at 40 kHz. 
 
 
Fig. B.4 Computations of PLoad vs d for the SP topology and different combinations of inductances 
at 120 kHz. 
 
Fig. B.5 shows the efficiency, T, for the best two cases, i.e. 1) L1 = 1 mH, L2 = 10 mH, 
fr=40 kHz, and 2) L1 = L2 = 1 mH, fr = 120 kHz. As can be seen, efficiencies are similar for 
distances larger than 1 cm, being ca. 15 % at a distance of 1.5 cm. To increase the efficiency, a 
lower distance should be used. For example, an efficiency around 60 % can be achieved at a 
distance of 0.5 cm, still being PLoad higher than PLoad,req. Hereafter, the first case will only be 















































Fig. B.5 Overall efficiency for two cases: 1) L1=1 mH, L2=10 mH, fr=40 kHz, and 2) L1=L2=1 mH, 
fr=120 kHz. 
For the selected case of 1 mH/10 mH @ 40 kHz more computations were carried out using 
(4.7). As capacitors we used the nominal values used later in the experimental setup (B.2), i.e. 
C1 = 15 nF and C2 = 1.5 nF. So, the resulting nominal value of the resonant frequency was 41.1 
kHz. Fig. B.6 shows the effect of a mismatch of the operating frequency of the power amplifier 
(Fig. 4.11) with respect to the resonant frequency, given by (4.16). At distances lower than dc, 
the resonant frequency does not provide the maximum power and two peaks appear at both 
sides of the resonant frequency. Thus, a frequency detuning of the power amplifier at these short 
distances can even be advantageous. On the other hand, for distances higher than dc, the 
maximum power occurs at the resonant frequency and the delivered power begins to fall off 
steeply at both sides. A similar behavior was also shown in [69] and [74]. Further, we have 
checked that the half-power bandwidth is inversely proportional to the overall quality factor, i.e. 
. Thus, higher quality factors lead to narrower bandwidths, becoming the tuning of the 





















Fig. B.6 Computed PLoad vs the driver frequency at different distances. 
Transmitting and receiving resonant frequencies can differ because of the tolerance and 
drift of the components used in the resonant tanks (capacitors and inductors). So, capacitors 
with a low temperature-drift should be selected. Fig. B.7 shows PLoad versus C1 at different 
distances. The driver frequency is assumed to be fixed and equal to the resonant frequency of 
the receiving network and to that of the transmitting network for the nominal (central) value of 
C1, i.e. 15 nF. At distances lower than dc, the relative change of PLoad is low. Again, at distances 
higher than dc, the width of the power curves is inversely proportional to the overall quality 
factor. From Fig. B.7 and for a distance of 1.5 cm, PLoad > PLoad,req within a tolerance band of 
5.3 % around C1 = 15 nF. Fig. B.8 shows the case where the varying parameter is C2. Now, for 
a distance of 1.5 cm, PLoad > PLoad,req within a tolerance band of 3.8 % around C2 = 1.5 nF 
(nominal value). 
 





Fig. B.8 Computed PLoad vs. C2 at different distances. 
 
B.2 Experimental Results 
We implemented the configuration that provides the maximum distance from the 
computations, i.e. L1 = 1 mH, L2 = 10 mH, fr = 40 kHz, and the SS topology. Low temperature-
drift capacitors were used with values C1 = 15 nF and C2= 1.5 nF. As for the secondary network, 
we first used the circuit shown in Fig. 4.4 with RLoad = 91 Ω (commercial value). Then, we used 
the circuit of Fig. 4.12 both with an RL = 91 Ω and with the autonomous sensor described in 
section 4.6.1 connected at the output of the regulator. 
The procedure to work at the resonance frequency was the following: first, the driver 
frequency was adjusted at the resonance frequency of the primary resonant tank by measuring a 
maximum in the voltage drop (measured with a floating oscilloscope) of Rp (= 10 , see  Table 
B.1). In this case, the secondary network was not present. Then, the secondary network was 
placed at a distance higher than the computed dc in Fig. B.1 and was tuned by adjusting a 
capacitor trimmer (100 pF), placed in parallel with C2, in order to achieve a maximum voltage 
drop in RLoad. 
Load power was estimated by measuring the voltage drop across RLoad by using a floating 
oscilloscope. Fig. B.9 shows computed (reproduced from Fig. B.1) and experimental results. 
Both results show a good agreement. The distance range at which PLoad > PLoad,req was [0.4 cm, 





Fig. B.9 Computed and experimental results of PLoad @ 40 kHz with L1=1 mH, L2=10 mH, and 
RLoad=91 (90  for the computations). 
In order to provide a suitable DC voltage to the load. Fig. B.10 shows the detailed circuit 
implementation used for the secondary network. As can be seen, a bridge rectifier was jointly 
used with a stabilization capacitor (Cd). An ensuing linear regulator (LP2980) was added to 
provide a voltage (VL) of 3V across the load (RL = 91 ). A 10V zener diode De was used for 
protecting the input of the linear regulator from overvoltage.  
 
Fig. B.10 Schematic circuit of the secondary network used for the experimental setup. 
Fig. B.11 shows VL versus distance. For VL = 3 V, a power of 100 mW was dissipated 
across RL. As can be seen, the distance range at which VL = 3 V was [0.5 cm, 1.7 cm], in 
agreement with the results of Fig. B.9. At distances lower than 0.5 cm, VL achieved the required 
3 V just by detuning the primary driver as predicted from Fig. B.6. Another alternative was to 
misalign the primary and secondary coils. This leads to a decrease of k and thus of dc, hence 























Fig. B.11 VL @ 40 kHz L1=1 mH, L2=10 mH, and RL=91 for the secondary network. 
Finally RL was substituted by the autonomous sensor presented in section 4.6.1. Fig. 4.32 
shows the experimental setup with the autonomous sensor (top board) that includes the 
occupancy and belt detectors. Another ETRX-2 device was connected to the USB port of a PC 
in order to receive and process the transmitted data. The autonomous sensor transmitted the data 
correctly up to a distance of 2.5 cm. This distance was larger than 1.7 cm as the transceiver part 




















Appendix C  Computations for the SS topology and Half-wave 
Rectifier 
This appendix shows the graphs of PLoad versus RLoad for the  five cases of Table 4.3 using 
the half-wave rectifier. The limiting values of RLoad are one quarter of that found for the bridge 
rectifier, i.e. 25.7 Ω, 25.2 Ω and 23.1Ω for the linear shunt, linear series, and switching 
regulators, respectively. The respective power values are the same than that found for the bridge 
rectifier. 
Fig. C.1 shows the results for case 1. Linear shunt as well as the linear series regulators 
provide five operating points from d = 0.5 cm to d = 2.5 cm. Buck regulators provide only 4 
operating points from d = 0.5 cm to d = 2 cm. On the other hand, the switching boost regulator 
only provides one stable operating point at d = 2.5 cm. 
 
Fig. C.1 Computed PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (Case 1, half-
wave rectifier). 
Fig. C.2 shows case 2. Now, the linear and buck regulators achieve a larger distance, up to 
3 cm. However, only the buck regulator is able to work at d = 0.5 cm. The switching boost 


































Fig. C.2 Computed PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (Case 2, half-
wave rectifier).. 
Fig. C.3 shows case 3. As can be seen, only two operating points are provided by the linear 
regulators at d = 1 cm and d = 1.5 cm and two points for the switching buck regulator at d = 0.5 
cm and d = 1 cm. No operating point is found for the boost regulator and linear series regulator.  
 
Fig. C.3 Computed PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (Case 3, half-
wave rectifier). 
Fig. C.4 shows case 4. Two operating points for the case 4 are provided by the linear shunt 
and series regulators at d = 1 cm and d = 1.5 cm and three points for the switching buck 




























































Fig. C.4 Computed PLoad vs RLoad for the four types of regulators at different distances (Case 4, half-
wave rectifier). 
Fig. C.5 shows case 5. No operating point exists for linear and switching boost regulators. 
Four operating point at distances from d = 0.5 cm to 2 cm are found for the switching buck 
regulator. 
 






















































Appendix D Partial Efficiencies for the Case 2 with Bridge 
Rectifier 
This appendix shows the results of the partial efficiencies defined in (4.20), (4.21), (4.85), 
(4.87), and (4.88) for case 2 in Table 4.3 with the bridge rectifier. 
Fig. D.1 shows the efficiencies for the linear shunt regulator. From Fig. 4.26, low values of 
RLoad are achieved and thus, at short distances, high values of Rr and η1. From (4.86), ηR ≈ 0.8. 
 
 
Fig. D.1 Efficiencies corresponding to the linear shunt regulator. 
 
Fig. D.2 shows the efficiencies for the linear series regulator. From Fig. 4.26, higher values 



























Fig. D.2 Efficiencies corresponding to the linear series regulator. 
 
Fig. D.3 shows the efficiencies for the switching buck regulator. Now, from Fig. 4.26, very 
large values of RLoad are achieved and thus, extremely low values of Rr and η1. 
 
 
Fig. D.3. Efficiencies corresponding to the switching buck regulator. 
 
Fig. D.4 shows the efficiencies when using a battery with VB = 3 V. Now, η1, η2 and ηR are 
the same as for the shunt regulator. On the other hand, ηreg does not contribute and thus the 


















































































Appendix E Assessment of Exposure Limits to Time-varying 
EMF 
According to the tables (Table 2.1, Table 2.2) provided by ICNIRP [55] we have developed 
one model for extracting conclusions on the field-tissue interaction and compliance with EM 
exposure regulations. 
Fig. E.1 depicts an axisymmetric FE model of the 2 coils system (Fastron coils) embedded 
into a biological tissue plate. The resonant current was fixed to 0.725 A (I1 = V1/R1 assuming the 
worst case for L1 = 1 mH and R1 = 7.45 Ω in Chapter 4) and considering a resonance frequency 
of 40 kHz. α-Fe determines the Ferrite areas with a relative permeability of μr = 2000. 
Biological tissue surrounds the coils with a conductivity of σbio = 0.85 S/m [91], which 
simulates the hypothetical case of someone touching the IPT system. This extreme case permits 
us to verify the degree compliance of the ICNIRP norms. 
 
Fig. E.1 Cross-sectional plot of a pair of Fastron coils embedded into a biological tissue plate using 
axial axysimmetry with COMSOL Multiphysics. 
The current density induced in the tissue according to [54] and derived from (2.2) is  
 (E.1)
The simulations demonstrates that biological tissue has a negligible influence on the 
magnetic field. With a distance d = 0 cm between the coils (worst case), the current density in 
the vicinity of the coil is lower than 80 mA/m2 (upper limit, Table 2.1) at distances higher than 
0.5 mm from the coils. We conclude that restrictions on induced current are respected because 
the system would be protected by a plastic box or similar. 






where the units are W/kg, assuming according to [54] a mass density of 1 kg/dm3. In the 
simulation can be seen that modeled SAR is far less than the constraints of ICNIRP (≤ 0.4 
W/kg).  
Fig. E.2 and Fig. E.3 show the results obtained for our model for the E-field strength (V/m) 
and H-field strength (A/m), respectively. ICNIRP constraints at 40 KHz are 87 V/m and 5 A/m 
respectively. As can be seen, the levels of the electric field are far lower than the ICNIRP limit. 
On the other hand, outside the cross section area of the coils, at distances higher than 0.8 cm, 
the levels for the H field are lower than the limit permitted by the ICNIRP. We can thus 
consider the system safe and fully satisfying the constraints imposed by the ICNIRP because the 
minimum distance required is reasonable. 
 





Fig. E.3 COMSOL simulation of the magnetic field strength. 
 
